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PREFACE
This report is one of a series documenting Tracking and Data System
support of the Pioneer missions by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pioneer
project management, spacecraft systems development, and mission analysis
and operations management are located at the Ames Research Center. This
report documents a year of extended mission support of Pioneers 6, 7, 8, and
9. Previous volumes of this series covered earlier phases of the missions.
Succeeding annual reports will cover the missions until there is no further
return of meaningful engineering and scientific data.
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ABSTRACT
The Tracking and Data System supported the deep space phases of the
Pioneer 6, 7, 8, and 9 missions, with two spacecraft in an inward trajectory
and two spacecraft in an outward trajectory from the earth in heliocentric
orbits. During the period of this report, scientific instruments aboard each
of the spacecraft continued to register information relative to interplanetary
particles and fields, and radio metric data generated by the network continued
to improve our knowledge of the celestial mechanics of the solar system. In
addition to network support activity detail, network performance and special
support activities are covered.
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I. PIONEER PROJECT HISTORY AND OBJECTIVES
A. First-Generation Missions
The Pioneer Project was initiated in 1958 as
part of the U.S. participation in the International
Geophysical Year. Approval was received on
27 March 1958, and Spacecraft 1, 2, and 3 of the
first Pioneer series organization were launched
that year under direction of the U. S. Army.
The Pioneer 1 spacecraft determined the
extent of the Earth's radiation bands. The Pioneer
2 mission improved data on flux and energy levels
of particles. The second radiation belt near Earth
was discovered by the Pioneer 3 spacecraft .
During 1959, the Pioneer 4 spacecraft
extended measurements to within 60, 000 km of the
Moon. The Pioneer 5 spacecraft obtained solar
flare and wind data. In closing out the first gener-
ation of Pioneer spacecraft, Pioneer 5 remained
active in space more than 3 months and was not
lost to Earth contact until it was 27. 5 million km
from Earth: a new record. The Pioneer 4 and 5
missions were under direction of the U.S. Air
Force.
B. Second-Generation Missions
Pioneer spacecraft 6 through 9 and E, ap-
proved November 9, 1962, were launched during
the period 1965 through 1969. They were managed
by Ames Research Center (ARC) for NASA and
were supported by the Deep Space Network (DSN)
All the spacecraft except E, were operable and
being supported at the close of the reporting
period of this document (30 June 1972). The launch
vehicle failed to put the E spacecraft into planetary
orbit (August 27, 1969).
The primary objective of the Pioneer 6
through 9 and E missions was to accumulate scien-
tific data from deep space. These missions were
designed to provide means to study the magnetic
field, spatial plasma, cosmic rays, high-energy
particles, electron density, electric fields, and

























All four spacecraft were launched by thrust-
augmented Delta (DSV-3E) rockets. The Pioneer
8 and 9 launch vehicles carried "piggyback" a
Manned Space Flight Network (MFSN) test and
training satellite, which was separated in Earth
orbit and used in command simulation for Apollo
station training. Pioneers 6 and 7 carried six
scientific instruments each. Pioneers 8 and 9
carried seven instruments each.
1. Status of missions. At the end of the
reporting period of this document, the second-
generation Pioneer spacecraft were actively orbit-
ing the Sun and continuing to return data on fields
and particles of the solar wind and plasma parti-
cles originating from the Sun and the galaxy. In
addition, they mapped the magnetic field of outer
space.
2. Summary of accomplishments. Accom-
plishments of the longest-lived operational inter-
planetary spacecraft, Pioneer 6 through 9, were
summarized at the close of this reporting period
as follows:
(1) Precise determination of the characteris-
tics of the solar atmosphere (heliosphere)
was achieved.
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(2) Solar cosmic ray and solar wind flow
patterns and the magnetic and electric
field mechanisms of the heliosphere
were determined.
(3) 247 months of operational life were
- achieved by the spacecraft during their
solar orbits. During this time, the DSN
collected almost 30 billion bits of scien-
tific and engineering data, which were
processed by ARC and analyzed and
reported to the scientific community by
the principal scientific investigators.
Nearly 26, 5000 commands had been
transmitted to the spacecraft.
(4) The missions used for the first time the
signatures of the telecommunications link
for the determination of spacecraft spin
axis orientation.
(5) Pioneer spacecraft were first in gathering
space weather data for operational use.
(6) Pioneer 9 was the first spacecraft that
used convolutional coding in the telecom-
munications subsystem with a sequential
decoding computer at the Deep Space Sta-
tions. This resulted in a telemetry sig-
nal-to -noise improvement of almost 4 dB.
(7) Pioneer 6 and 9 signals had occultations
by the solar corona and disk, making pos-
sible the measurement of the Faraday
rotation as the spacecraft 's signal tra-
versed the solar corona. In addition, the
spectrum-widening effects of the S-band
coherent signal were established.
(8) Pioneer 7 was the first interplanetary
spacecraft to have a lunar occultation.
(9) The Pioneer 6 and 7 signals were received
by the Goldstone DSCC 64-meter-diameter
antenna simultaneously as the two space-
craft were flying within the beam of the
single ground antenna.
(10) The Pioneer 6 and 7 missions were the
first to establish the radial and spiral
characteristics of the solar wind and
solar cosmic rays.
(11) Pioneers 6 and 7 were the first interplan-
etary spacecraft to define the character-
istics of the Earth's magnetic tail.
(12) Pioneers 6 and 9 were the first spacecraft
to have the capability of a telecommunica-
tions range adaptive telemetry system.
Figure 1 is a brief schedule of mission events and
their support.
3. Advance of space science. The assigned
mission objectives and design lifetime goals were
exceeded by the Pioneer 6 through 9 spacecraft as
a result of judicious redundancy in the design of
the spacecraft and close monitoring of the space-
craft performance by mission control. This lon-
gevity of the Pioneer 6, 7, 8, and 9 spacecraft
extended the state-of-the-art for deep space mis-
sion planning, design, and operations and enabled
mission planners to realistically consider such
missions as Pioneer Jupiter probes, Viking
orbiter/lander, Venus/Mercury probe, grand tour
probes, galactic probes, and comet encounter
probes. The Pioneer 6 through 9 signals were
used to accomplish various specific engineering
mission objectives. The effect of charged parti-
cles on the accuracy of the tracking doppler data
was investigated. Help by Pioneer contributed to
network corrections to doppler orbit determination
data. Very accurate station location information
was obtained not only for the DSN and MSFN but
also for large antennas owned by other govern-
ments. These results were valuable in support of
the Apollo trajectory e f fo r t .
C . Third-Generation Missions
Pioneers F and G, approved February 8, 1969,
and scheduled for launch in 1972 and 1973, were
managed for NASA by ARC and were supported by
the DSN.
These were Jupiter flyby missions, with
Pioneer F (redesignated Pioneer 10 upon flight)
successfully launched March 3, 1972 (GMT).
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II. TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEM
A. TDS Organization
The Tracking and Data System (TDS) provided
support to the Pioneer 6, 7, 8, and 9 spacecraft
for all tracking and data acquisition (TDA) activi-
ties required to meet mission objectives. (The
TDA function was defined as the acquisition and
transmission of information that enabled the deter-
mination of space vehicle position, velocity, direc-
tion, system, and subsystem performance and
experiment measurements —al l with respect to a
common time base. )
The TDS actually was an operationally unified
collection of TDA resources. These required
resources were provided for NASA by organiza-
tions under the Department of Defense (DOD),
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) — referred to collec-
tively as the TDA Support Agencies.
Major organizations which provided facilities
and support for the TDS were the Air Force
Eastern Test Range, the Manned Space Flight Net-
work (MSFN), the Space Tracking and Data Acqui-
sition Network (STADAN), the NASA Communica-
tions network (NASCOM), and the Deep Space
Network (DSN). (Midway in the reporting period
of this document, MSFN and STADAN became the
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network, STDN. )
This report for the period of July 1, 1971 —
July 1, 1972, documents TDS activities that were
carried out by the DSN. The other facilities —
designed mainly as prelaunch, launch, and near-
Earth facilities — w e r e not actively involved in
Pioneer 6 through 9 spacecraft support during this
report period.
B. DSN Facilities
The DSN was operated by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, a facility managed for NASA by the
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
California. The network capability of two-way
communication with spacecraft began at 16, 090
kilometers from Earth and extended throughout
the solar system. Facilities that made up the net-
work were the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
(DS1F) for data acquisition and transmission, the
Ground Communications Facility (GCF) for data
transfer , and the Space Flight Operations Center
(SFOF)1 or the JPL control center for data pro-
cessing. DSN basic systems were tracking,
telemetry, command, simulation, monitoring, and
operations control. Table 1 lists the DSN sta-
tions. Figure 2 is a diagram of the DSN and
Pioneer Project systems. Figure 3 is a DSN
facility-system matrix.
As of July 1, 1972, the SFOF was redesignated
the Mission Control and Computing Center
(MCCC), a multimission control and management
element within JPL and no longer a part of the
Tracking and Data System.
I
"As of July 1, 1972, the simulation system was
redesignated the Test and Training System, and
the Monitor and Operations Control systems were
combined into one system, the Monitor and
Operations Control System.
All the 26-meter-diameter antenna stations
supported the Pioneer spacecraft in the deep
space flight phase. Support also was given by the
64 -meter -diameter antenna station at Goldstone
(DSS 14). The DSN objectives were:
(1) Acquire spacecraft engineering and
science data via telemetry.
(2) Provide for positive control of spacecraft.
(3) Provide for accurate spacecraft naviga-
tion by generating radio metric data.
(4) Provide support for a number of com-
plex missions concurrently.
(5) Provide master data records of validated
data in near-real-time.
The DSN was capable of providing 24-hour
coverage for spacecraft. This requirement was
important for flexibility in planning missions and
providing maximum data return and also for
immediate detection of spacecraft failure and
initiation of recovery procedures. If mission
density required two such 24-h coverage net-
works, then the alternate network provided cover-
age for a station outage. Station locations were
approximately 120 deg apart in longitude and
within a band of 35 deg latitude on each side of the
equator. This location setup provided continuous
coverage of spacecraft in the ecliptic plane in
most cases.
The amount of data processing or data com-
pression activity at tracking stations depended
greatly on the bandwidth, signal-to-noise quality,
and reliability of the ground interstation communi-
cations network. The characteristics of ground
communications facilities dictated that data pro-
cessing and compression be available at tracking
stations. Ideally, to simplify the deep space sta-
tion design and reduce station costs, it was
desirable to transmit the baseband data directly
from the receiver to a central facility where the
data would be detected and/or formatted for local
use. This required a reliable, continuously avail-
able, wideband (<2 mHz) duplex channel between
the control center and each station. The situation
required that a certain amount of data processing
and! compression for tracking data formatting,
telemetry bit and word detection, and command
formatting be used at the stations. The ground
communication system could make use of a com-
mon carrier to convey this material to the sta-
tions, but it was more economical, when standard
communication circuits were required for several
networks, to have a centralized agency; NASCOM
provided this service. Such centralized service
provided high-speed data lines (2400 bits/s),
voice, limited wideband lines, and teletypewriter
circuits via ground or communications satellite
facilities.
The control center (SFOF) provided a central
processing system and areas dedicated to several
spacecraft mission control operations. The con-
trol center also provided the control function for
operation of the space communication stations,
ground communication facilities, and the control
center itself.
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Since the DSN was called on to support other
missions as well as their tests, flexibility was a
necessity in support of the Pioneer Project. Thus,
at times, Pioneer missions received DSN cover-
age when schedule restrictions made support
seemingly impossible. Gross support was
obtained from the MSFN by providing crystals and
microwave circuits to the 26-meter-diameter
antennas of the MSFN. The microwave circuits
connected the MSFN station with a nearby DSN
station where mission-dependent equipment and
redundant station equipment could be used to
transmit the Pioneer data back to mission control
while the DSN was tracking another mission. Pre-
tracking and posttracking mission station calibra-
tions were reduced, eliminated, or shared with
other projects to reduce the turnaround from one
project tracking mission to another. This was
done without degrading the spacecraft data.
C. Pioneer Design Concepts
The Pioneer data system was developed to
provide (1) a highly efficient telemetry channel
compatible with the DSN, (2) a capability for the
DSN to generate two-way coherent doppler mea-
surements while the spacecraft was tracked, and
(3) an Earth-to-spacecraft command capability to
control the spacecraft subsystems and science
payload.
1. Spacecraft radio frequency subsystem.
The radio frequency subsystem included three
antennas (one high-gain and two omnidirectional),
a transmitter driver, two redundant traveling -
wave-tube (TWT) power amplifiers, two redundant
receivers, coaxial switches, filters, and
diplexers. Switch position was controlled by
ground command. The beam of each of the
antennas was axially symmetrical with the space-
craft spin axis, which was perpendicular to the
ecliptic plane. The beamwidth of the omnidirec-
tional, or low-gain, antenna was 110 deg, and the
beamwidth of the high-gain antenna was 5 deg.
The power output of the spacecraft trans-
mitter exciter was 44 W and could be switched by
ground command to the low-gain antenna or used
as a driver for the two TWT power amplifiers.
Each amplifier had a power output of approxi-
mately 7. 7 W and could be turned on or off or
switched to either the low- or the high-gain
antenna by ground command. The auxiliary oscil-
lator was modulated by a 2048-Hz squarewave
subcarrier as part of a PCM/PSK/PM telemetry
system.
The spacecraft had two partially redundant
(redundancy limited by the antenna configurations)
phase-lock receivers. Each operated on a di f fer -
ent frequency and was powered at all times; the
desired receiver was thus selected by the f re-
quency of the ground transmitter.
2. Spacecraft command subsystem. The
command subsystem consisted of two redundant
decoders and a command distribution unit (CDU).
The input signal to both decoders was the demodu-
lated signal from either of the spacecraft receiv-
ers. The desired decoder was selected by com-
mand address. The command message was a
23-bit word arranged in the following order:
5 bits, preamble
3 bits, decoder address
7 bits, command complement
7 bits, command
1 bit, post-squelch
The command and command complement were
compared within the decoder on a bit-by-bit basis,
and the command-execute signal from the decoder
was inhibited when errors occurred. The ones
and zeros within the message were represented by
two audio tones. The command carrier was
phase-modulated by these tones at the rate of
1 bit/s.
3 . Spacecraft telemetry subsystem. The
generation of timing and status signals, analog-to-
digital conversion, data retrieval and processing
for telemetry, and data storage on the spacecraft
was accomplished by the digital telemetry unit
(DTU), the signal conditioner, and the data stor-
age unit (DSU).
The output of the DTU was a 2048-Hz square -
wave which was biphase-modulated with the
time-multiplexed PCM bit train using a non-
return-to-zero-mark format. This squarewave
phase-modulated the transmitted carrier in all
modes of operation.
The DSU had a capacity of 15, 232 bits. Read-
out from the memory unit was destructive and,
once initiated, could not be temporarily inter-
rupted by ground command without destroying the
remaining data in the unit. Furthermore, the
unit had to be cleared of any data stored there,
either by ground command or by readout of stored
data, before a new storage cycle was begun.
By ground command, one of four operating
modes and one of five bit rates could be selected
for operation of the DTU. The operating modes
were (1) real-time, (2) telemetry store, (3) duty
cycle store, and (4) memory readout. The bit
rates were 512, 256, 64, 16, and 8 bits/s .
Data quality for Pioneer spacecraft was
determined by the error-rate printout on the
engineering data. In addition, Ames Research
Center kept plots of error-rate printout values.
An error-rate printout of 0. 116 corresponded to
one error in 1000 bits of information and was
used as a criterion for good data. (If the parity
error rate was not less than this value, the bit
rate was dropped to the next lower value. ) Pri-
mary interest was in data for the time interval
beginning 3 h prior to the time of maximum
spacecraft elevation and extending until 3 h after .
Some passes terminated more than 3 h before the
spacecraft reached maximum elevation, and
parity error rates were calculated from such
data as were available.
Varying amounts of data were lost or
degraded in locking the receiver in a two-way
mode on each pass; the amount varied because of
the round-trip light time (RTLT), which increased
as the spacecraft 's distance from Earth increased.
Spacecraft acquisition time also contributed a
small portion of lost or. bad (degraded) metric
data. Receiver-lock was essential for good data
recovery.
In the real-time mode, the information was
transmitted directly in the format and bit rate
selected. In the telemetry-store mode, data
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were stored and transmitted simultaneously in the
selected format and bit rate. In the duty-cyde-
store mode, data were stored intermittently in
groups of 224 bits each at a rate of 512 bits/s.
The period between groups stored could be
selected by ground command to provide partial
data coverage for periods up to 19 h. The
memory-readout mode provided the capability for
retrieving the data stored. When readout was
complete, the DTU reverted automatically to the
real-time mode in the format and at the bit rate
in use prior to the readout.
The spacecraft data word was composed of
7 bits. The first 6 bits transmitted were gener-
ally information and the seventh indicated parity.
Odd parity was employed by sampling the first,
third, and fifth bits.
4. Mission-dependent ground equipment.
This equipment consisted of a demodulator/
synchronizer, a command encoder, and a com-
puter buffer . A DSN computer was used at the
station to:
(1) Provide selected telemetry data for tele-
type transmission to the SFOF.
(2) Monitor the engineering data for out-of-
limit occurrences.
(3) Provide computer typewriter printout of
selected data.
(4) Display selected spacecraft parameters
as required.
(5) Transmit command messages on instruc-
tions from the SFOF.
(6) Check command messages for validity
before transmission.
(7) Verify that commands were being trans-
mitted correctly.
(8) Maintain a command accountability list.
The complete data stream was recorded on
magnetic tape for subsequent data processing and
analysis.
D. Extended Flight Phase Support Requirements
The major elements of the DSN, configured
to support the Pioneer missions, were (1) the
DSIF, (2) the SFOF, and (3) the Ground Communi-
cations Facility (GCF).
1. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility.
The DSIF is comprised of the Deep Space Stations.
The function of these stations was to obtain angu-
lar position, doppler, and telemetry data from
the Pioneer spacecraft during postinjection phases
of the missions. Data obtained by the Deep Space
Stations were to be transmitted to the SFOF in
real-time via teletype circuits. In addition, the
same data were to be recorded on magnetic tape
at each deep space station and dispatched to JPL
by air service.
2. Space Flight Operations Facility. The
SFOF is a flexible facility in which areas and
hardware can be set up and restructured as
required to meet the needs of various projects.
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3. Ground Communications Facility. The
GCF is the means by which the deep space sta-
tions communicate with the SFOF. The GCF pro-
vides interfacility as well as on-site communica-
tions and an overall operational communications
complex for flight project support. Communica-
tions responsibilities for the Pioneer Project
included controlling, operating, and maintaining
all circuits, switching, and terminal equipment
committed to Pioneer. Goddard Space Flight
Center was responsible for technical control of all
NASCOM circuits used by the DSN. (Technical
control included maintenance of the communication
network. ) In fulfillment of the responsibility for
technical control, GSFC informed JPL of the
availability and condition of alternate circuits
during periods of use. GSFC did not perform the
actual switching without prior approval of JPL,
which had responsibility for mission control of the
NASCOM circuits used by the DSN. Mission con-
trol, by contrast, meant the determination of what
traffic would flow, when and to what points traffic
would flow, and on what circuits the flow would
occur.
E. Advanced Antenna System Facility
Description
When the 64-m-diameter advanced antenna
system (AAS) was added at Goldstone, California,
as DSS 14 (Fig. 4), the DSN range was increased
two and a half times. Under limited communica-
tions conditions, this system reached to the edge
of the solar system. The improved capability
provided six and a half times more transmitting
power and receiving sensitivity for the DSN than
was available with 26-meter-diameter antennas.
The 64-m-diameter antenna originally had a gain
of approximately 60 dB in transmitting and 62 dB
in receiving. The 26-m-diameter antennas had a
gain of 51 dB transmitting and 53 dB receiving.
The beamwidth was 0. 1 deg at DSS 14 and 0. 35deg
for 26-m-diameter antennas. (During the period
covered by this report, construction continued on
new 64-m-diameter antenna stations, DSS 43 in
Australia and DSS 63 in Spain. )
The added capability permitted either exten-
sion of communication distances in space or
acquisition of more data from spacecraft at
shorter ranges. Because DSS 14 located more of
the complex equipment on the ground, less com-
plex and more reliable communication equipment
could be carried by spacecraft. The 64-m
antenna, a parabolic reflector with an azimuth-
elevation mount, had a specified lifetime of
10 years and an expected lifetime of 20 to 50 years.
It was capable of operation 24 h/day, 365 days/
year.
The operating and signal-processing tech-
niques used for the 64-m antenna were basically
the same as those used for the 26-m antennas.
The huge reflector was tuned to collect space-
craft signals coming from such distances that
their energy was measured in billionths of a bil-
lionth of a watt. These signals were amplified
and fed into receivers and the data forwarded to
the control center in Pasadena.
The 64-m antenna operated in either of two
pointing modes, depending on the nature of the
mission being covered. It was pointed so as to
track the spacecraft signal automatically, as did
the 26-m antennas, or the pointing information
•was sent to the 64 -m antenna master equatorial
reference system, which then designated the path
for the antenna.
Like other DSN antennas operated at f re-
quencies of 2100 mHz transmitting and 2300 mHz
receiving, the DSS 14 antenna incorporated a
Cassegrain cone feed, mounted at the center of the
reflector. (During March 1968 an ultracone was
installed. This improved the downlink signal
strength by some 5 dBm for one-way tracking. )
The Cassegrain design was similar to that of an
optical telescope. Signals reflected from the
main dish hit a subreflector mounted on a truss-
type support extending outward from the center of
the dish. The subreflector focused the signal into
the feed horn in the Cassegrain cone, where it was
amplified by a, maser.
The maser was capable of accomplishing
maximum amplification of the signal while, at the
same time, generating a minimum of background
noise. Because heat was a major source of noise,
the maser was immersed in liquid helium to main-
tain its temperature at 4.2 K. The spacecraft sig-
nal was usually maser-amplified on the order of
40, 000 times before it was fed into the receiver,
where it was further amplified.
The receiver used four separate channels:
two reference (or sum) channels for doppler infor-
mation, spacecraft telemetry, and TV signals,
and two channels carrying angle-tracking data for
automatic antenna pointing. The data from all
four channels, depending on the information they
conveyed, was transmitted to the control center.
Dimensions and weights of the 64-m antenna
are given in Table 2. A profile of the antenna is
presented in Fig. 5.
F. Antenna Improvements
Two important antenna modifications were
made at the Goldstone deep space complex during
1970. A multiple feed cone structure (Cassegrain
system) was installed on the 64-m-diameter
antenna at DSS 14, and an R&D S-band polarized
ultracone (SPU) was installed on the 26-m-
diameter antenna at DSS 12. The DSS 12 installa-
tion was necessary to continue support of the
distant Pioneer 6, 7, and 9 spacecraft during the
five weeks required to make the tricone installa-
tion at DSS 14. The DSS 12 modification proved
so successful in extending the 26-m-diameter
antenna capabilities that it has been continued in
service.
Another innovation that improved support
resulted from a convolutional coding and sequen-
tial decoding (CCSD) experiment. This also
extended the capabilities of the 26-m-diameter
antennas. These improvements are discussed in
Appendix A.
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III. SCIENTIFIC EVENTS AND MEASUREMENTS
A. Special Coverage
Special coverage was given Pioneer 6 through
9 spacecraft during occultations and syzygys;
there were analyses of solar events and also
investigations of magnetosheath and bow shock.
During a solar event of high scientific value, con-
tinuous tracking coverage for 30 to 50 h following
the event was required for Pioneer spacecraft.
Depending upon the location and characteristics of
a specific event, coverage was shared by the
Pioneers as determined by the Pioneer Project at
the time of the event. For magnetosheath and
bow shock, on-board plasma and magnetometer
instruments needed to be operating and the result-
ant scientific data received by launch plus 3 to
3-1/2 h or 8 to 10 Earth radii altitude.
The seven scientific instruments that make up
the scientific payload for Pioneer spacecraft are
as follows: two cosmic ray detectors, two plasma
detectors, one magnetometer, and one radio
propagation instrument; one additional experiment
(celestial mechanics) requires no special instru-
ments aboard the spacecraft. The payload
accounts for approximately 25% of the total
Pioneer spacecraft weight. The power consump-
tion for the instruments (with one plasma detector
operating in its low-power mode) is 9 W. This
level doubles when the plasma detector operates
in the high-power mode, bringing the overall
power consumption of the instruments to 35% of
the total spacecraft requirement.
The instruments covered approximately
0.18 m of the spacecraft platform. Approxi-
mately 72% of the telemetry data was allocated
directly to the scientific instruments when tele-
metering in the scientific data mode. This mode
was used throughout the missions except for rare
occasions. Approximately 33% of the command
capability was allocated directly to the scientific
instruments for controlling the operating
conditions.
Power to the scientific instruments was sup-
plied directly from the spacecraft primary bus.
Each instrument, therefore, had its own con-
verter. Power to all instruments was turned off
by a single ground command. Each instrument
could be turned on individually by ground
command.
B. Experiments
The experiments, managers, and principal
investigators are listed in Table 3.
1. Celestial mechanics investigation (JPL).
The three primary objectives of the Pioneer
celestial mechanics experiment (PCME) were:
(1) Obtain primary determinations of the
masses of the Earth and Moon and the
astronomical unit.
(2) Use the tracking data from the whole
series of Pioneer probes in a program
designed to improve the ephemeris of the
Earth.
(3) Investigate the possibility of a test of
general relativistic mechanics with the
Pioneer orbits.
The experiment made use of the on-board
receiver and transmitter equipment in conjunction
with DSS equipment to obtain two-way doppler
measurements. Pioneer data were appropriate
for this experiment because of the absence of mid-
course orbit corrections and near-planetary
encounters. In addition, solar-radiation pressure
effects were, slight for the Pioneer configuration.
2. Cosmic ray telescope (University of
Chicago). This instrument measured the intensity
and energy spectra of protons and alpha particles,
electron energy over a limited range, and particle
anisotropy. It had three solid-state lithium-drift
detectors, a plastic scintillator cylinder designed
to exclude particles not confined to the telescope
angle of 60 deg, a photomultiplier tube, and
associated electronics. Proton and alpha particle
energy spectra measurement was divided into
these four energy windows: ( 1 ) 0 . 6-13 MeV per
nucleon; (2) 13-70 MeV per nucleon; (3) 70-190
MeV per nucleon; and (4) greater than 190 MeV
per nucleon. Detection of electron energy spectra
was limited to the energy windows of 0. 16-1 and
1 -20 MeV per nucleon.
3. Cosmic ray anisotropy detector (South-
west Center for Advanced Studies). The aniso-
tropy of low-energy primary and solar cosmic
radiation and its variation with energy, time, and
nuclear species were measured. The instrument
comprised a scintillator crystal, an anticoinci-
dence scintillator, two photomultiplier tubes, and
associated electronics. The acceptance cone for
the detector was 107 deg. Energy window dis-
crimination was achieved by means of a four-
channel, on-board, pulse-height analyzer.
4. Plasma cup detector (Massachusetts
Institute of TechnologyJ. A detector that used a
Faraday cup with an energy-determining grid, a
split collector, and associated electronics made
up this instrument. The viewing angle was ±20 deg
in the plane perpendicular to the spacecraft spin
axis and ±60 deg in the plane parallel to the spin
axis. Measured were the energy spectrum, flux,
and angular distribution of both positive ions and
electrons of the interplanetary plasma.
The energy per unit charge of the positive
ions •was determined in 14 intervals extending
from 0. 1 to 9. 5 kV; the energy of the electrons in
four energy bands extending from 0. 1 to 1.6 keV,
and the flux sensitivity range from 2 X 1 0 - * to 2X
109 particles per cm^/s.
5. Quadrispherical plasma analyses (Ames
Research Center). This instrument, like the
plasma cup detector, measured the energy spec-
trum, flux, and angular distribution of both posi-
tive ions and electrons of the interplanetary
plasma. The instantaneous viewing angle was
approximately 15 deg in the plane perpendicular to
the spacecraft spin axis or equatorial plane and
±80 deg in the plane parallel to the spin axis. The
latter was divided into eight channels symmetrical
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about the equatorial plane and with widths, starting
at the equatorial plane, of 15, 15, 20, and 30 deg.
The energy per unit charge of the positive
ions was determined in 16 logarithmically spaced
bands extending from 0.2 to 10 kV; the energy of
the electrons in 8 logarithmically spaced bands
extending from 0. 002 to 0. 5 kV; and the flux
sensitivity from 105 to 109 particles per cm2/s.
Besides a quadrispherical electrostatic ana-
lyzer, 8 separate and contiguous current collec-
tors provided 8 sectors and associated electronics.
The current or flux measurement was expressed
as a 7-bit word and, together with other informa-
tion identifying energy levels, positive or negative
particles, collector, and equatorial interval, was
stored in a core memory. The instrument
recorded data concurrently with telemetering data.
6. Magnetometer (Goddard Space Flight
Center). The magnetometer, with a range of±64T,
sequentially measured the magnitude of the three
orthogonal components of the interplanetary mag-
netic field. Capable of four different data record-
ing sequences, the instrument had a single flux
gate sensor and associated electronics. A
mechanical flip mechanism, which rotated the
sensor through 180 deg, permitted detection and
elimination of permanent magnetization of the
core. The flip mechanism contained 22 small
squibs grouped in pairs for redundancy. Each
pair of squibs was activated by ground command.
(For this experiment, Pioneer 9 used a triaxial
fluxgate magnetometer. )
7. Radio propagation (Stanford University).
This experiment involved the transmission of two
modulated coherent carriers of approximately
49. 8 and 423. 3 MHz from the ground and the
reception of these signals by receivers aboard the
spacecraft. The receivers were designed to mea-
sure the relative phase of the modulation enve-
lopes of the two carrier frequencies which, since
the higher frequency was relatively unaffected by
the presence of ionization, provided a value for
the integrated electron density. In addition, the
rate of change of phase of one carrier with
respect to the other was measured, thus accurately
determining the time variation of the integrated
electron density. Signal strength was also
measured.
Instrumentation comprised two ground-based
transmitters operating into a 45.72-m (150-f t)
parabolic antenna located on the Stanford Univer-
sity campus, a dual-channel, phase-locked-loop
receiver aboard the spacecraft, the spacecraft
telemetry, and the DSN. All elements of the sys-
tem operated simultaneously to provide closed
loop operation. (Additional scientific experiment
information is provided in Appendix B. )
8. Specific objectives. Pioneer spacecraft
also had as specific objectives:
(1) Magneto sheath and bow shock definition.
To perform this investigation, the
Pioneer spacecraft plasma and magne-
tometer on-board instruments had to be
operating and the resultant scientific
data received by launch plus 3 to 3. 5 h
(or 8 to 10 Earth radii altitude). Pioneer
spacecraft performed analysis of the
magnetosheath of the Earth through
December 15, 1967.
(2) Geomagnetospheric tail analysis. To
perform this investigation, the Pioneer
flight missions required 24-h continuous
tracking coverage from syzygy -5 days
to syzygy +15 days. Pioneer spacecraft
successfully completed this investigation
on February 2, 1968.
(3) Solar event analysis. During a solar
event of high scientific value (i. e. , solar
flare, Class III or above), continuous
tracking coverage for 30 to 50 h following
the event was required for Pioneer
spacecraft. Dependent upon the location
and characteristics of a specific event,
coverage was shared by the Pioneers as
determined by the Pioneer Project at the
time of the event.
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IV. PIONEER 6-9 SUPPORT ACTIVITY: JULY 1, 1971 -JULY 1, 1972
A. General
1. Support particulars. Tracking and data
acquisition support of Pioneer 6-9 missions by the
DSN during the period July 1, 1971 —July 1, 1972,
was on a time-available basis. This restriction
was necessitated by heavy demands on the network
by Pioneer 10 and Mariner 9, and, to a lesser
extent, support of Apollos 15 and 16. As a result,
only the Pioneer 6 spacecraft was given tracking
time every month of the year of this report (fiscal
year 1972). Figure 6 presents the DSN plan of
support for all space missions during the period
of this report; Fig. 7 is an overall forecast of
future TDA support of planetary and interplanetary
missions and their support relationship. The
forecast was made at the close of this report.
With spacecraft locations varying constantly
within a 0.7 to 1.2 AU circular band of the eclip-
tic plane, the network continued to collect billions
of telemetry data bits containing information of
fields and particles through the spacecraft instru-
ments. This information further defined the solar
environment. Engineering measurements also
were made on board the spacecraft. These telem-
etry data were used to assure that spacecraft
equipment operated in compliance with specifica-
tions. More than 1000 commands transmitted by
the flight operations team controlled the four
spacecraft in near-optimum configuration.
2. Tracking activity and telecommunications.
Daily tracking activities kept network personnel at
an efficient level. Trends toward equipment mal-
function were noted and analyzed as required by
personnel. Operational plans for correction were
developed and executed in a timely manner.
Total tracking time for 348 tracks of Pioneer
6-9 spacecraft was 2532 h. Some 2700 station
hours and 32, 000 manhours were expended in sup-
port activities. Table 4 presents a breakdown of
the DSN support by mission. The systematic
tracking made possible in-depth evaluation of the
spacecraft-DSN telecommunications link. With
the spacecraft operating on telemetry bit rates
between 8 and 512 bits/s, most of the data
received was nearly error-free as the data
streams exhibited a bit error rate of no more than
1 error in 1000 bits. Range of the telecommuni-
cation links varied between 0. 1 and 1.8 AU. Fig-
ures 8-11 present information on support passes
provided over a period pertinent to this report.
A calendar of passes is presented in Appendix C.
3. Tracking priorities. Because full track-
ing requirements could not be fulfilled for the
time allocated Pioneer 6-9, the Project Office in
July 1971 established priorities for the time avail-
able. Emphasis was requested on daily and short
coverage as compared to long and periodic cover-
age. Daily coverage of at least three hours in
length was desired to permit adequate analysis of
the solar environment's synoptic (weather-
related) characteristics. Priorities set by Proj-
ect were graded in order as follows:
(1) Pioneer 6 synoptic data.
(2) Pioneer 9 synoptic data.
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(3) Pioneer 6 /8 /9 data in support of
Pioneer 10.
(4) Pioneer 7 solar occultation data.
(5) Pioneer 6/9 radial/spiral data.
(6) Pioneer 8 synoptic data.
(7) Pioneer 8/9 radial/spiral data.
(8) Pioneer 7 synoptic data.
4. Engineering tracks. Engineering tracks
were initiated for use during inadequate allocation
of tracking time. These tracks, which were
approximately 30 min in length, assessed the
spacecraft health from the engineering data. The
tracks were downlink-only operations. Along
with a posttrack report no-data package, only the
real-time data were required.
5. Non-GOE program. Testing was sue-
cessfully completed early in July 1971 on a
multiple-miss ion telemetry/multiple -mission
command (MMT/MMC) program at DSS 62, The
station used Pioneer 6 spacecraft in testing the
noncoded program. Offline checkout of the pro-
gram had started at Goldstone during June.
With the completion of the testing, command
capability existed at those deep space stations not
equipped with GOE, and two-way capability
became available at all the DSN tracking stations.
Because of the analog-digital interface, the
Pioneer GOE remained the prime preference for
telemetry data.
At the end of this reporting period, the DSN
was still using the Pioneer GOE at DSS 12 and 14
at Goldstone and DSS 51 at Johannesburg. This
equipment was used to demodulate Pioneer telem-
etry and general commands. Since DSN policy
was to not use mission-peculiar equipment, plans
were under way to implement compatible software
for Pioneer 6-9 for the DSN Telemetry and Com-
mand Processing Systems and the SFOF. A con-
figuration similar to that used for Pioneer 10 was
sought.
B. Special Event Support
Special events supported during the report
period included a solar occultation and radial and
spiral alignments. Pioneer 7 began entering into
solar occultation in August and exiting in Novem-
ber. During September, Pioneer 7 passes were
used to collect polarization data, and the solar
occultation entrance was tracked for Faraday
rotation data. Because of the solar corona effect
that caused high-level solar noise, no usable
spacecraft telemetry data were obtained during
late October and November. When solar noise
would not allow telemetry data lockup, DSS 14
changed configuration to antenna and receiver
only along with some R&D equipment. However,
attempts to overcome the problem were unsuc-
cessful before Mariner 9 encounter configuration
control had to be established in November.
Pioneer 6 was in inferior conjunction during
August, In May 1972 a radial alignment
experiment by Pioneer 8 and 9 was completed.
The same two spacecraft were then tracked in a
spiral alignment experiment over a three-day
period during June. Support coverage was pro-
vided by DSS 12, which was equipped with the
S-band multiple-feed cone (see Appendix A) and
GOE. The radial and spiral experiments are
illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13. Past experiments
and tests are described and illustrated in
Appendix B.
C . Pioneer 6 Support
1. Spacecraft position. The Pioneer 6
spacecraft was more than 46 million kilometers
from the Earth and 121 million kilometers from
the Sun when the report period began July 1, 1971.
At the close of the report period, June 30, 1972,
the spacecraft was 136 million kilometers from
the Earth and more than 129 million kilometers
from the Sun. The spacecraft velocity was nearly
10 km/s in relation to Earth orbit at the beginning
of the period. At the close of the period, the
spacecraft velocity in relation to Earth orbit was
more than 24 km/s.
2. Spacecraft status. Status of the Pioneer
6 spacecraft was summed up as follows:
a. Communications. A Receiver 2 (Chan-
nel 7) malfunction prevented nominal use of Chan-
nel 7 uplink or two-way link. The high-gain
antenna /Receiver 2 characteristics had degraded
to a level below the low-gain antenna/Receiver 1
performance.
b. Power. The solar array had degraded
because of solar particle damage. This was not
considered a problem because of orbital charac-
teristics. The battery had been turned off as
planned.
c. Orientation. The Type I (A and C) and
Type II (B and D) sensors had undergone ultra-
violet degradation to the point that they were con-
sidered unusable. A gas leak following launch had
completely exhausted the gas supply.
3. DSN support and performance. Totals of
2099. 5 station hours and 9309 manhours were
expended in support of the Pioneer 6 spacecraft
during the report period (Pass 2024 through
Pass 2389). This was a drop of support time
from the previous report period when more than
4200 station hours and 34, 000 manhours were
expended. The 64-m-diameter antenna station
(DSS 14) gave support only during July and August
1971, a total of 12 station hours. There was sup-
port of an inferior conjunction during August, and,
during February 1972, DSS 6l provided special
coverage of Pioneer 6 in order to retrieve telem-
etry data needed for comparison with Pioneer F
(10) experiments. Additional telemetry data are
included in Table 5. A chronological list of
Pioneer 6 passes is provided in Appendix D.
Station and manhours expended by each sta-
tion in support of Pioneer 6 from July 1, 1971 to

















































a. Tracking. The Pioneer 6 spacecraft was
tracked for a total of 1794 hours and 21 minutes
during the report year. The previous year the
spacecraft had been tracked a total of 3121 hours
and 10 minutes. Tracking information, along with
some telemetry and command information, is
summarized by month in Table 5.
b. Telemetry. Residual data plots of signal-
to-noise ratios (SNR) and downlink (DL) signal
levels for the Pioneer 6 spacecraft for the report
period are shown in Figs. 14-33. These residual
data plots cover the period from July 1, 1971 to
June 30, 1972, month by month except for July,
August, and September 1971, which period is
covered by one plot.
D. Pioneer 7 Support
1. Spacecraft position. The Pioneer 7
spacecraft was more than 318 million km from
Earth and more than 168 million km from the Sun
when the report period began, July 1, 1971. At
the close of the report period, June 30, 1972, the
spacecraft was more than 314 million km from
the Earth and more than 166 million km from the
Sun. The spacecraft velocity in relation to Earth
orbit continued at more than 56 km/s during the
period.
2. Spacecraft status. The status of the
Pioneer 7 spacecraft near the close of the report-
ing period was summed up as follows:
a. Communications. TWT 1 developed
anomalous characteristics shortly after launch,
and TWT 2 was selected for normal operation.
Coherent operation at 16 bits/s on the 64-m-
diameter antenna was standard as the spacecraft
was beyond the capability of the 26-m antenna
network. Decoder SN 004 address 4 indicated
anomalous characteristics when it failed to accept
several ground commands. Periodic checkout of
the decoder address had not indicated a return of
command capability. Consequently, address 3 was
used for commanding.
b. Power. The solar array had degraded
because of solar particle damage. The MIT
plasma instrument power levels had been
restricted throughout aphelion passage to reduce
demand on the power subsystems. The return to
MIT high-power mode on May 7, 1969 after exit
of the aphelion period gave indications that the
solar array would no longer support this high-
power mode at any time. The battery had been
turned off as planned. ..
c. Orientation. Type I (A and C) and
Type II (B and D) sensors had undergone
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ultraviolet degradation to the point that they were
considered nonusable. The Ng bottle pressure had
dropped to 40 psi. The ultraviolet degradation had
also raised the illumination triggering threshold of
the Sun pulse reference sensor E. No Sun pulse
had appeared since it ceased to operate early in
1969.
d. Science. The Earth-spacecraft distance
was beyond the range of the radio propagation
ground antenna. The on-board instrument had
been turned off . As a result of the Sun pulse























With changes to computer reduction programs,
the percent of data retrieval had been increased.
The limitation of low-power mode had limited the
MIT plasma instrument to-measurement of solar
wind velocities to 700 km/s and below.
3. DSN support and performance. DSS 14
continued to give sole support for the Pioneer 7
spacecraft; this ceased during November 1971
because of requirements by other phases of the
Pioneer Project and other projects. Total track-
ing time was 102 h 22 min, with 19 passes sup-
ported: 108. 5 station hours and 1517 manhours.
For the previous reporting period the station had
expended 442 station hours and 5212 manhours in
support of the spacecraft.
Because of entrance into a major conjunction
as this report period began, Pioneer 6 was in a
marginal tracking condition. Requirements of
DSS 14 for Mariner 1971 left little time for the
Pioneer 6 solar occultation (October) experimenta-
tion. Faraday rotation data were sought during
September, but the solar corona effect allowed no
usable spacecraft telemetry data during the last
six tracks in September. Also, passes covered in
September yielded no polarization data. The TCP
did not lock up, and the receivers were in lock
approximately 60% of the time because of the
Earth-Sun-spacecraft look angles.
Table 6 and the Pioneer 7 pass chronology in
Appendix D contain additional support information.
Figure 34 gives residual data plots of SNR and
downlink signal levels.
E. Pioneer 8 Support
1. Spacecraft position. The Pioneer 8
spacecraft was more than 181 million km from
Earth and more than 160 million km from the Sun
when the report period began, July 1, 1971. At
the close of the report period, June 30, 1972, the
spacecraft was more than 221 million km from the
Earth and more than 158 million km from the Sun.
The spacecraft velocity in relation to Earth orbit
was more than 34 km/s at the beginning of the
report period. At the close of the period, the
spacecraft velocity in relation to Earth orbit was
more than 42 km/s.
2. Spacecraft status. The status of the
Pioneer 8 spacecraft near the close of the report-
ing period was summed up as follows:
a. Communications. Operation was satis-
factory at 8 bits/s on the 26-m antenna network
with errors not greater than 10~2 and at 64 bits/s
on the 64-m antenna.
The battery had been turned offb. Power.
as planned.
c. Orientation. The Type I (A and C) and
Type II (B and D) sensors had undergone ultra-
violet degradation to the point that they were con-
sidered nonusable. N2 bottle pressure had re-
mained at 2040 psi.
d. Science. All instruments were operating
nominally.
3. DSN support and performance. The
Pioneer 8 spacecraft was not supported by the
DSN stations from November 1971 until May 1972
because of other commitments. All support given
during the period of this document was by DSS 14,
the 64-m station, with the exception of one pass
during June 1972 by DSS 12 (a Pioneer 8-9 spiral
alignment experiment). In all, 179 station hours
and 2130 manhours were expended by DSS 14.
DSS 12 expended 1. 5 station hours and 7. 5 man-
hours in its one track of the spacecraft. Overall,
155 h 32 min were spent in 34 tracks. During the
previous report period, more than 4800 station
hours and more than 40, 000 manhours were
expended by the DSN in support of Pioneer 8.
Tracking, telemetry, and command informa-
tion is presented in Table 7. More complete infor-
mation is given in the Pioneer 8 pass chronology
in Appendix D. Residual data plots of SNR ratios
and downlink signal levels for Pioneer 8 space-
craft are shown in Figs. 35-38. These residual
data plots cover the period from July 1, 1971 to
June 30, 1972, month by month except for July,
August, and September 1971, which period is
covered by one plot.
F. Pioneer 9 Support
1. Spacecraft position. The Pioneer 9
spacecraft was more than 282 million km from
Earth and 134 million km from the Sun when the
report period began, July 1, 1971. At the close
of the report period, June 30, 1972, the space-
craft was 153 million km from Earth and more
than 113 million km from the Sun. The space-
craft velocity in relation to Earth orbit was more
than 58 km/s at the beginning of the period. At
the close of the period, the spacecraft velocity in
relation to Earth orbit was more than 36 km/s.
2. Spacecraft status. The status of the
Pioneer 9 spacecraft near the close of the report-
ing period was summed up as follows:
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a. Communications. The Decoder 2
address 2 indicated anomalous characteristics
when it failed to accept several ground commands.
Occasional use indicated that the decoder
remained erratic, and it was not used for normal
operations. Operation was satisfactory at
16 bits/s coded on the 64-m antenna.
b. Power. The battery had been turned off
as planned. When the spacecraft reached third
perihelion, the bus voltage dropped to the lower
limits of the expected value. However, it
remained within limits and did not require any
changes of normal operation. The undervoltage
protection was left off to avoid the possibility of
inadvertent turnoff of the spacecraft because of
low voltage of the third perihelion.
Fifty-four Pioneer 9 passes were supported
(315 station hours and 3715 manhours) by two
stations of the DSN during the report period of
this document. DSS 12 supported 23 passes,
expending 165. 5 station hours and 1525. 5 man-
hours. DSS 14 supported 31 passes, expending
149. 5 station hours and 2189. 5 manhours. Track-
ing time totalled 300 hours. During the previous
annual report period, the DSN expended 2047.5
station hours and 23, 882. 5 manhours in support
of Pioneer 9 spacecraft.
Residual data plots of SNR and downlink sig-
nal levels for the Pioneer 9 spacecraft are shown
in Figs. 39-43. These residual data plots cover
the period from July 1, 1971 to June 30, 1972,
month by month except for July, August, and
September 1971, which period is covered by one
plot. Tracking, telemetry, and command infor-
mation is presented in Table 8. More complete
information is available from the Pioneer 9 pass
chronology in Appendix D.
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Depth of paraboloid, m
Pedestal wall thickness, m
Outside diameter of pedestal, m











"Height of concrete section, 20.8m, including 10.1m below grade.
Antenna weights, kg
Overall 7.26 X 10*
On elevation bearings 1.14 X 10
On azimuth bearings (including bearings) 2.27 X 10
On soil 7.26 X 10'
Total rotating 2.27 X 10'
Total tipping 1.135 X 10'
Component
Hyperboloid 1.9 X 103
Feed cone and equipment 28.1 X 10
Quadripod 17.7 X 10'
Primary reflector surface 26.3 X 10*
Reflector assembly (including reflector, wheels, and
elevation counterweight) 1.1 X 10'
Alidade and buildings 0.99 X 10'
Azimuth bearings 1.8 X 10*
Pedestal and foundation 4.54X10*
Instrument tower (including wind shield)
Steel 43.6 X 10'
Concrete 0.52 X 10'
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___ 64-METER-DIAMETER ANTENNA STATION (DSS 14)
SUPPORT, COMBINED SUPPORT OF PIONEERS
• • • • SOLAR OCCULTATION, SUPERIOR CONJUNCTION
AND INFERIOR CONJUNCTION
_<_•_.<• 26-METER COVERAGE EXTENDED DUE TO CODING
• PIONEER 6 AND 7 SUN RADIAL/SPIRAL
EXPERIMENTS
A PIONEER 6 AND 8 SUN RADIAL/
SPIRAL EXPERIMENTS
O FIVE-YEAR LIFETIME POINT
A SUN SYZYGYS
A DATE
Fig. 1. Support schedule of Pioneer 6, 7, 8, and 9 missions







































Fig. 3. DSN facility system matrix
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Fig. 4. View of 64-m-diameter antenna


















Profile of 64-m-diameter antenna
25
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Fig. 8. Pioneer 6 actual DSS passes
1971 1972
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Fig. 9. Pioneer 7 actual DSS passes
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64 64 16 16
TELEMETRY BIT RATE
Fig. 10. Pioneer 8 actual DSS passes
1971 1972







I PIONEERS 7 AND 9
RADIAL/SPIRAL EXPERIMENT
TELEMETRY BIT RATE
Fig. 11. Pioneer 9 actual DSS'passes
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182 186 190 194 198 202 206 210 214 218 222
• = SNR A = DL
Fig. 14. Residual data plots for Pioneer 6, July 1-September 30, 1971
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• =SNR A =DL
Fig. 14 (contd)






298 300 302 304 306 308 310 312
• =SNR A =DL • =UL
Fig. 15. DSS 51 residual data plots for




278 280 282 284 286 288 290
A = DL • =UL
Fig. 16. DSS 61 residual data





305 309 313 317 321
• = SNR A = DL • = UL
325 329 333
Fig. 17. DSS 51 residual data plots for Pioneer 6, November 1-30, 1971
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35 339 343 347 3i
• =SNR A =DL • =UL
Fig. 18. DSS 61 residual data plots for
Pioneer 6, November 1-30, 1971
Fig. 20. DSS 11 residual data plots for





















05 309 313 317 321 325 32
• = SNR A = DL
Fig. 19. DSS 11 residual data plots for Pioneer 6,
November 1-30, 1971






335 339 343 347 351 355 359 363 369
• = SNR A = DL • = UL























5 339 343 347 351 355 359 36,
• =SNR A =DL • =UL
Fig. 22. DSS 61 residual data plots for Pioneer 6,
December 1-31, 1971





001 005 009 013 017 021 025 029 031
• = SNR A=DL B = UL






001 005 009 013 017 021 025 029 031
• = SNR A =DL B = UL
Fig. 24. DSS 61 residual data plots for Pioneer 6, January 1-31, 1972






005 009 013 017 021
• = SNR A = DL • = UL
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001 005 009 013 017 021 025 029 031
• = SNR A=DL B = UL
Fig. 26. DSS 51 residual data plots for Pioneer 6, February 1-29, 1972






001 005 009 013 017 021 025 029 031
• = SNR A = DL • = UL
Fig. 27. DSS 61 residual data plots for Pioneer 6, February 1-29, 1972
-1
061 065 069
• SNR A DL
073 077
Fig. 28. DSS 61 residual data plots for
Pioneer 6, March 1-31, 1972
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93 97 101 105 109 113 117 121
• SNR A DL
Fig. 29. DSS 62 residual data plots for Pioneer 6, Apri l 1-30, 1972
-1
136 140 144 148 152
• SNR A D/L
Fig. 30. DSS 41 residual data plots
for Pioneer 6




• SNR A D/L
136 140 144 148
Fig. 31. DSS 62 residual data plots for Pioneer 6,
May 1-31, 1972
-1
150 154 158 162 166 170
• SNR A DL
Fig. 32. DSS 41 residual data plots for
Pioneer 6, June 1-30, 1972
-1
150 154 158 162
• SNR AOL
166 170 174 178 182
Fig. 33. DSS 62 residual data plots for Pioneer 6, June 1-30, 1972
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• = SNR A = DL
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A =DL
Fig. 35 (contd)






274 276 278 280 282 284 306 308 310 312
• = SNR A =DL • = UL-
Fig. 36. DSS 14 residual data plots for
Pioneer 8, October 1-31, 1971
-2
Fig. 37. DSS 14 residual data





305 307 309 311 313 315
• = SNR A = DL = UL
140 144 148
• SNR A DA
Fig. 38. DSS 14 residual data
plots for Pioneer 8,
May 1-31, 197E




202 206 214 2)8 222182 186 190 194 198
• = SNR A = DL
Fig. 39. Residual data plots for Pioneer 9, July 1-September 30, 1971
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• SNR A DL
Fig. 39 (contd)
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• -SNR A =DL • =UL
Fig. 40. DSS 14 residual data











136 140 144 14
• SNR A D/L
Fig. 42. DSS 12 residual data
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• = SNR A = DL
Fig. 41. DSS 14 residual data







Fig. 43. DSS 12 residual data
plots for Pioneer 9,
June 1-30, 1972
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS
A. Antenna Modifications
1. DSS 14 modification. The change of feed
systems to a multiple feed cone was made to
eliminate the excessive time required (approxi-
mately one day) for feed cone replacement. This
cone replacement time had made the station inef-
ficient in employing different feed systems for
different missions.
The feed cone that had been in use was
designed for maximum versatility at S-band so
that one cone could be used to satisfy all major
S-band mission requirements. (Use of special-
purpose cones gave improved performance and
also permitted experiments at other frequencies.)
Several feed cone turret configurations
designed to permit rapid feed cone changes were
examined. The most promising system con-
sisted of three RF feed horns, each mounted sep-
arately in standard JPL Cassegrain cones, all
mounted on the antenna's feed cone base cylinder
and illuminating one hyperboloidal subreflector
assembly. The hyperboloid was controlled, and
rotation about its own axis selected the desired
feed. Assuming perfect alignment of the hyper-
boloid and the three feed horns, the direction of
the RF beam was the same (along the paraboloid
axis) for all three RF feed horns. This tricone
system permitted a 5-min (or less) change
between the three individually mounted operational
feed systems.
Installation of the tricone structure began in
late January 1970, and the first Pioneer Project
use of the antenna after installation was for sup-
port of Pioneer 7 on March 3. The tricone pro-
vided greater operational versatility and satisfied
demands for permanently installed project-
peculiar RF feeds with rapid, simple, and safe
changeover means.
As the best solution to using a multiple feed
cone system, the tricone structural subsystem
was designed with fixed feeds combined with a
rotating directional subreflector. The DSS 14
20-kW transmitter was used in the tricone to sup-
port "turn-on" operations. Three inner-
accessible modules supported the three feed
cones.
Minor alterations were required on the SPU
to allow its use on the DSS 14 tricone equipped
antenna. One alteration consisted of a new inter-
lock system to protect equipment and personnel
from the new 400-kW transmitter. This required
fabrication of a new switch control panel and junc-
tion box for the cone. A second alteration
included the construction of a new power supply
with a synchro indicator to operate the received
linear polarization angle system for use with the
Pioneer spacecraft. A third alteration was the
addition of a polarization indicator to display the
transmitted-received signal condition, i .e . , right-
circular, left-circular, or linear polarization.
Substantial improvements were also made in
the X-band cone (MXK), a low-noise antenna feed
system designed primarily for use with the DSS 14
antenna tricone system. It was used previously
to evaluate the 64-m-diameter antenna structure
at higher frequencies for the DSN. The improved
MXK cone configuration was considered a logical
step from the X-band cone used for the first high-
frequency gain measurements on the DSS 14
antenna.
The tricone structure had three main feed
cone assemblies. However, during the design
stage, it was found possible to stop the subreflec-
tor (all motions controlled from the antenna con-
sole) in two additional positions over the R&D
cone if the individual feedhorns could be mounted
on an arc with 48-cm centers. At X-band (7000
MHz) or above, it was possible to mount three
separate antenna systems in one cone.
The completed cones consisted of a. single-
channel X-band feed system, maser, and associ-
ated receiver and calibration equipment.
2. DSS 12 modification. Tracking was sus-
pended January 27, 1970, to replace the S-band
Cassegrain monopulse feed cone (SCM) at DSS 12
with the SPU. Installation was completed Janu-
ary 29. The SPU provided the Pioneer projects
with a 26-m-diameter antenna tracking system
capable of providing data in the Goldstone com-
plex longitude during the DSS 14 tricone reconfigu-
ration. (The Mariner Mars 1969 Extended
Operations Mission also was supported. ) During
the three-day reconfiguration period, the hard-
ware was modified and abbreviated system tests
were performed.
Modifications to the standard JPL tracking
and communications system consisted of (1)
replacement of the SCM cone, diplexer, and
associated waveguide with an SPU cone, modified
switches, and a harmonic filter; (2) replacement
of the standard DSIF maser with an R&D-type
second-generation maser; (3) minor modifications
to the standard microwave switch control assem-
bly; and (4) minor reconfiguration of the cone air-
conditioning system. Subsequent to the installation,
star tracks and abbreviated system tests were per-
formed which provided the following data: (1) a
maser gain of 47 dB vs the normal gain of 35 dB,
(2) a system temperature in the diplex mode of
28. 8 K vs a normal system temperature of 42. 0 K,
and a system temperature in the receive-only
mode of 17.6 K vs a normal system temperature
in this mode of approximately 30. 0 K.
At the conclusion of tests the station was com-
mitted to the Pioneer projects and Mariner mis-
sion on a best-efforts basis. Subsequently,
successful tracking was accomplished on Pioneer
spacecraft at the following average signal levels:
Pioneer 6, -l69.1dBm; Pioneer 7, -171.4dBm;
PioneerS, - l62 .1dBm; and Pioneer 9, -170.4
dBm.
B. Convolutional Coding and Sequential Decoding
(
A convolutional coding and sequential decoding
(CCSD) experiment was conducted solely by
Pioneer 9. The experiment, which required modi-
fication of the ground operating equipment as well
as change in station data-handling methods, suc-
cessfully achieved a coding gain of 3 dB. The
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code rate for CCSD was one half, and for each bit
transmitted a coded parity was also transmitted.
Thus, for the 512-bits/s information, the actual
transmitted symbol rate was 1024 bits Is. The
512-btts/s information range continued through-
out the previously used 256 bits/s, the 256-bits/s
range throughout the 64-bits/s range, the
64-bits/s range throughout the 16-bits/s range,
and the 16-bit/s range covered the 8-bits/s range.
The CCSD experiment assisted in extending
the effective use of the 26-m-diameter antennas
for Pioneer 9 to early 1971. Also, the convolu-
tional coding system was credited for the error-
less real-time processed telemetry during the
inferior conjunction of Earth, spacecraft, and Sun
in January 1969 (Appendix C).
The coding scheme involved decoding in two
directions on each frame of data (denoted forward
and reverse). This two-way approach was used
for error detection, since errors committed in
decoding in one direction were almost never com-
mitted in the opposite direction. Words that dis-
agreed between forward and reverse decoding
were deleted.
1. Modifications. Real-time data process-
ing of the received convolutional coding data
required use of two SDS 920/TCP computers at
the DSS. The GOE modification was implemented
by the personnel of the ARC/Pioneer Project.
The DSN furnished all necessary test equipment,
facilities, and personnel required to implement
all modifications, tested each subsystem individu-
ally, and integrated the modified ground operating
equipment. In addition, the DSN furnished all
necessary engineering, planning, testing, training,
and implementation support to the Pioneer Project
to equip the DSSs with a new software package
developed by the Project for coded and uncoded
Pioneer/TCP operation.
2. Telemetry command processors. All
deep space stations were equipped with two TCP
computers. One of these computers served as a
backup for the operational unit. Because the
Pioneer Project used both computers, with two
different computer programs in the convolutional
coding mode, a computer failure required an
interruption of the tracking and data acquisition
support. In such a case, the computer operator
reloaded the computer that was still operational
with a Pioneer emergency program. This emer-
gency program required the use of only one com-
puter, with limited data processing capabilities.
Because of the necessary switching and computer
program reloading actions, a 10-min dropout of
telemetry data occurred.
During the third quarter of 1969, the Pioneer
Project furnished a new Pioneer software package
that used the increased 16-kiloword core memory
capabilities of the SDS 920 computers: Only one
SDS/TCP 920 computer was needed to support the
convolutional coding experiment. Since the sec-
ond computer in the convolutional mode was not
required, the second machine provided full backup
of the operational unit, thus eliminating prevailing
support reliability risk.
Figure A-l presents a DSS 12 pass with
Pioneer 9 operating in the convolutional coded
mode.
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DOWNLINK CARRIER POWER (dBmW) /
MEAN ACTUAL AT DSS 12 /
PIONEER 9 - OPERATING IN THE
CONVOLUTIONAL CODED MODE




R = 10.85 X 106km
BIT ERROR RATE /P£\ - ACTUAL/
\DEGRADATION
LOCAL MERIDIAN
DSS 12 SYSTEM NOISE
TEMPERATURE - TYPICAL
DSS U SYSTEM NOISE
TEMPERATURE - TYPICAL
5-deg ELEVATION
I I I I
5-deg ELEVATION
I I I I
17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00
GMT
24:00 01:00 02:00 03:00
Fig. A-l. DSS 12 pass with Pioneer 9 operating in convolutional coded mode
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I. PIONEER 6 SOLAR OCCULTATION, 1968
A. General
Experiments concerning a Pioneer 6 space-
craft solar occultation and full superior conjunc-
tion with the Sun were supported by the 64-m-
diameter antenna station (DSS 14) capabilities
from October 20 to December 20, 1968. The
actual solar occultation began November 21 and
ended November 25, with the spacecraft probe's
orbit resulting in a line of sight from the probe
to the Earth that caused the RF signal to pass
through the solar corona and to be occulted by
the Sun.
The polarization of the spacecraft probe was
linear; it was spin-stabilized with respect to the
plane of the ecliptic. Measurement was made of
the plane of the signal received from the space-
craft. Faraday rotation produced by the inter-
action of the RF signal with the solar corona was
inferred from the measurements.
B. Experiment Chronology
A modified multifrequency cone was rein-
stalled on the 64-m-diameter antenna at DSS 14
on September 18, 1968. These modifications
permitted closed-loop tracking of the angle of the
plane of polarization. The initial installation per-
mitted manual positioning of the polarizer and the
obtaining of an error signal. Initially, data were
taken manually. The plane of polarization was
deduced by observing the time-of-error-signal
zero crossing for a given position of the polarizer.
On October 26, the polarization servo tracking
loop was closed and auto-tracking data of the
plane of polarization of the signals received from
Pioneer 6 were obtained. During this time, the
effects of the diurnal variations of the Earth's
ionosphere were clearly observed.
On November 4, for a period of 2 h, normal
polarization, which was approximately 97 deg
(due to the combination of the spacecraft orienta-
tion of 90 deg to the plane of the ecliptic and the
Earth's ionospheric effects of approximately
7 deg), swung dramatically to approximately
65 deg. This event occurred when the line of
sight to the spacecraft was at approximately
10 solar radii from the limb of the Sun. As the
line of sight approached the solar limb, a steady-
state rotation apparently occurred.
The last signals were obtained as the line of
sight approached the Sun on November 17. The
solar side lobes caused large increases in system
temperature at the same time the solar corona
caused spectral broadening. These two effects
made it impossible to track any farther. From
November 21 to 25, the spacecraft was physically
occulted by the Sun. It was not possible to
reacquire the space signal until November 29.
From November 29 through December 8, the
spacecraft was again tracked. The experiment
was terminated on December 8, 1968.
C. Trajectory Results
Trajectory results for the solar occultation
are summarized in Figs. B-l and B-2. Fig-
ure B-l plots the Sun-Earth-probe angle vs time
during November. The Sun-Earth-probe angle is
given in degrees in the trajectory period, but in
Fig. B-l a kind of normalized angle is shown.
This angle is the ratio of the Sun-Earth-probe
angle to the Sun-Earth-limb of Sun angle. Occulta-
tion occurred at the times that the curve crosses
the value 1.0. The solar radius and Sun-Earth
distance used to determine the Sun-Earth-limb
of Sun angle are 0. 695 X 10° km and 150 X 10° km,
respectively. These result in a solar angular
semidiameter of 0. 27 deg. (Sun-Earth-limb of
Sun angle, solar angular semidiameter at Earth,
and angle subtended at Earth by one solar radius
are all the same thing.)
In Fig. B-2, the solar occultation of the
spacecraft is shown in a more geometric way.
The circle represents the disc of the Sun, and the
line and time dots represent the progress of the
spacecraft into and out of occultation. The point
of view is that of an observer at Earth looking
toward the Sun along the Sun-Earth line. The
quantity plotted radially in Fig, B-2 is essen-
tially the Sun-Earth-probe angle, but again
normalized by dividing by the solar angular
semidiameter.
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II. PIONEER 9 INFERIOR CONJUNCTION, 1969
The DSN furnished continuous support during
the January 30, 1969, inferior conjunction of
Pioneer 9 from Deep Space Stations 12, 42, and
61/62 and the MSFN Wing Station at Goldstone.
However, the planning forecast had predicted an
approximate 20-h radio blackout resulting from
the nearness of the Sun to the DSS antenna beam.
The forecast was based on signal-to-noise ratio
measurements made in 1964 in the close vicinity
of the Sun.
Although no telemetry signal was expected
during the radio blackout, actual TDA support per-
formance was continuous and there were no signal
dropouts (Fig. B-3). The telemetry bit rate used
during the closest approach to the Sun was 64 bits/s
with a system noise temperature of 780 K. At
this closest point, the heliocentric Sun-Earth-
spacecraft angle was 0.78 deg. Because of the
success of the convolutional coding system (Sec-
tion II), the real-time processed telemetry was
errorless.
Figure B-4 illustrates the increase in system
noise temperature and bit error rate for 36 h
during the conjunction. The assumption is that
resurfacing of the 26-m-diameter antennas
improved the sidelobe performance, and the
antennas did not pick up as much noise as in 1964
with the old surfaces.
The collection of uninterrupted telemetry and
precision two-way tracking data during Sun-
spacecraft-Earth syzygy of Pioneer 9 made pos-
sible detailed analysis of the fields and particles
traveling from the Sun toward the Earth at an
approximate distance of 17 million km from the
Earth.
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III. PIONEER 9 SOLAR OCCULTATION ANALYSIS, 1970
Telemetry degradation because of the solar
occultation of Pioneer 9 that began in late 1970 is
shown by an analysis of data compiled (Figs. B-5
through B-8). Figure B-5 shows the fixed Sun-
Earth line trajectory for Pioneer 9, giving the
dates and angles concerned (reference: IBM 7094
Trajectory Program Tapes 12309 and 12856).
Figure B-6 shows the degradation of the sys-
tem temperature (Ts) by noise (or SNT) from
approximately ±9degof the Sun-Earth probe (SEP)
angle related to the day of the year (DOY). There
are two actual curves and two predicted curves.
The dual curves are the result of the effect of the
quadripod structure on the 64-m-diameter
antenna at DSS 14, as can be seen in Fig. B-8.
After approximately 6 or 7 deg of SEP angle, the
effect of the quadripod structure is minimal.
Sheet 1 of Fig. B-7 shows the degradation of
the telemetry data by actual and predicted residual
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) curves up to ±9 deg of
SEP angles. The predicted curve data was com-
piled from system temperatures taken during this
period. Figure B-7b is a continuation of B-7a,
showing the degradation continuing on past 15 deg
prior to syzygy.
Figure B-8 is an actual reproduction of the
T strip chart recording for Pass 760 on
December 7, 1970. This graph shows the high
peaks resulting from the effect of the quadripod
structure (reference: Figs. 2 through 5 of DSN
Document 810-5, Revision A, October 1, 1970).
The data in Fig. B-7b are discontinuous from
approximately 15 to 18 deg of SEP angle because
DSS 14 did not track during this period. After
18 deg, the data are within ±0. 5-dB tolerance.
Because of the retrograde motion of Pio-
neer 9, as can be seen in Fig. B-5, the SEP angle
was less than 8.78 deg after March 15, 1971.
From then on, the SEP residuals maintained pre-
dictions within ±0. 5 dB.
The compiled data in Figs. B-6 and B-7 show
that the change in system temperature created
most of the degradation in the telemetry. Fig-
ures B-6 and B-7b do not show why the degrada-
tion continued past the time that the system
temperature was at its predicted value. Fig-
ure B-5 shows that from less than 18 deg prior to
syzygy and greater than 9 deg after syzygy the
only difference is the distance from the Sun.
Therefore, other solar effects influenced the sig-
nal besides the change in system temperature.
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IV. PIONEERS 6 AND 7 SUN SPIRAL/RADIAL EXPERIMENT 1969-1970
A Sun spiral/radial experiment (Figs. B-9
through B-14) in which DSS 14 tracked Pioneers 6
and 7 on an alternating basis was given success-
ful DSN support during the 1969-1970 report
period. The experiment began October 29 and
was successfully completed during January 1970.
The DSN became officially involved in the experi-
ment on October 20 and continued on with it
through January upon request of the Pioneer Proj-
ect. Pioneers 6 and 7 Earth alignment was
November 28 and 29, when both spacecraft were
in the DSS 14 0. 14-deg beamwidth (uplink beam-
width is 0. 15 deg).
Simultaneous tracking was accomplished with
the antenna pointing midway between the two
spacecraft; Receiver 1 was locked to Pioneer 6
and Receiver 2 to Pioneer 7. Telemetry data
from both spacecraft were transmitted in real-
time to ARC. Pioneer 6 data were processed at
DSS 14; Pioneer 7 data were processed at DSS 12
via the microwave link.
The Pioneer Project expressed appreciation
for the amount and quality of DSN support, report-
ing that the data turnaround time (5 min) before
and after alignment was excellent and that the
data acquired appeared good.
The telecommunications characteristics were
as follows:
(1) DSS 14: 64-m-diameter antenna; system
noise temperature, 25 K at meridian;
linear polarization.
(2) Pioneer 6: bit rate, 16 bits/s; non-
coherent mode (commanded); Channel 6;
expected nominal average AGC, -159. 5
dBm; downlink frequency, 2292.021400
mHz; round-trip light time, 24 min 8 s.
(3) Pioneer 7: bit rate, 16 bits/s; non-
coherent mode; Channel 6; expected
nominal average AGC, -162. 3 dBm;
downlink frequency, 2292. 050700 mHz;
round-trip light time, 27 min 29 s.
(4) Downlink frequency difference,
0. 029300 mHz.
Experimental results were as follows:
(1) 28 November 1969
Pioneer 6: Pass 1444, average AGC,
-164. 6 dBm.
Pioneer 7: Pass 1200, average AGC,
-165. 3 dBm.
(2) 29 November 1969
Pioneer 6: Pass 1445, average AGC,
-162. 7 dBm.
Pioneer 7: Pass 1201, average AGC,
-163. 1 dBm.
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V. PIONEERS 6 AND 8 SUN SPIRAL/RADIAL EXPERIMENT, 1970
The Pioneer 6 and 8 spiral/radial alignment on
October 10, 1970, was covered simultaneously by
DSS 1Z and DSS 61 on Pioneer 6 and DSS 51 and
DSS 11 on Pioneer 8. Then, on October 30, the
Pioneer Project and the JPL control center used
a special engineering configuration for tracking
the two spacecraft in the same antenna beamwidth
for the Earth-spacecraft alignment (Fig. B-15).
Both spacecraft were readily acquired, but
the merger was successful only on Pioneer 6;
Pioneer 8 data were degraded. The attempt to go
in the direction of an uplink was not successful.
Although high points of the Pioneer 6-8 experi-
ment had been completed by the end of October,
coverage for the experiment continued through
December. However, at that time, tracking
emphasis was given the Pioneer 9 solar occulta-
tion by the DSN, with DSS 11 and DSS 12 giving
simultaneous coverage of Pioneers 6 and 8 for the
spiral/radial after tracking Pioneer 9.
Figures B-16 and B-17 present Pioneer 6 and
8 spacecraft spiral/radial positions and dates for
Earth alignment. Sun spiral/radial activity
involving Pioneers 7 and 9 in May-June 1971 did
not receive thorough support because of the heavy
commitments of the DSN network at that time.
(A Sun spiral/radial experiment in which DSS 14
tracked Pioneers 6 and 7 on an alternate basis
during the 1969-1970 report period is described
in this Appendix.
General objectives of Sun spiral/radial experi-
ments are:
(1) To determine the cone angle of the cosmic
ray emissions from the Sun.
(2) To determine the effect of solar flares on
this cone angle.
(3) To measure the travel time of the cosmic
rays between Pioneer spacecraft.
(4) To determine the angle of the plasma
spiral in the region of the two spacecraft.
(5) To measure the travel time of the plasma
between the two spacecraft.
(6) To observe the data from both spacecraft
simultaneously as much as possible.
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VI. SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS DATA
MAGNETOMETER, TRIAXIAL Ames Research Center (NASA)
Charles P. Sonett, David Coleburn
Pioneer 9
Triaxial Fluxgate Sensor: measures simultaneously the three orthogonal
components of the interplanetary magnetic field.
Range: ±200Y with precision of ± 0. 2Y.
MAGNETOMETER. SINGLE AXIS Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA)
Dr. Norman F. Ness, Sergio Cantarano, Charles H. Ehrmann,
Clell S. Scearce
Pioneers 6, 7, 8
Single Fluxgate Sensor: measures sequentially the magnitude of the
three orthogonal components of the interplanetary magnetic field.
Range: ± 64Y.
COSMIC DUST DETECTOR Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA)
Otto Berg, Carl S. Nilsson, Luc Secretan
Pioneers 8, 9
Micrometeoriod Sensor: measures the momentum, energy and distribu-
tion of minute meteoroids in interplanetary space.
Range: Mass greater than 5 X 10 grams.
SOLAR PLASMA DETECTOR Ames Research Center (NASA)
John H. Wolfe, Richard W. Silva
Pioneers 6, 7
Quadrispherical Electrostatic Analyzer: measures the energy spectrum,
flux, and angular distribution of both positive ions and electrons of the
interplanetary plasma.
Ranges: Energy/charge
Positive ions 0. 2 to 10 kV (16 bands)
Electrons 0.002 to 0.5 kV (8 bands)
Flux sensitivity 10^ to 109 particles/cm^-s
SOLAR PLASMA DETECTOR " Ames Research Center (NASA)
John H. Wolfe, Darrell D. McKibbin
Pioneers 8, 9
Quadrispherical Electrostatic Analyzer: measures the energy spectrum,
flux, and angular distribution of both positive ions and electrons of the
interplanetary plasma.
Ranges: Energy/charge
Positive ions 0.2 to 15 kV (30 bands)
Electrons 0.014 to 1 kV (15 bands)
Flux sensitivity 5 X 104 to 10^ particles/cm2-s
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SOLAR PLASMA DETECTOR Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Herbert S. Bridge, Alan J. Lazarus
Pioneers 6, 7
Faraday Cup: measures the energy spectrum, flux, and angular dis-
tribution of both positive ions and electrons of the interplanetary plasma.
Ranges: Energy/charge
Positive ions 0. 1 to 9. 5 kV (14 bands)
Electrons 0. 1 to 1. 6 kV (4 bands)
Flux sensitivity 2 X 105 to 2 X 10^ particles /cm2-s
COSMIC RA"Y GRADIENT DETECTOR University of Minnesota
William R. Webber
Pioneers 8, 9
Cosmic Ray Detector: measures the numbers, energy, and gradient of
positive particles. Can identify nuclei of elements up to silicon over a
wide range of speeds.
Range: 1 MeV to 1 BeV
COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY DETECTOR Southwest Center for
Advanced Studies
Kenneth G. McCracken, William C. Bartley, Robert Bukata,
U. Ramachendra Rao
Pioneers 6 and 7
Cosmic Ray Detector: measures the anisotropy of the low-energy pri-
mary and solar cosmic rays.
Ranges: Energy windows 7. 5 to 45, 45 to 90,
150 to 350 MeV/nucleon
Electrons 7. 5 to 13 MeV
COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY DETECTOR Southwest Center for
Advanced Studies
Kenneth G. McCracken, William C. Bartley, Robert Bukata,
U. Ramachendra Rao
Pioneers 8, 9
Cosmic Ray Detector: measures the arrival direction, mass, and
energy/speed of both solar and galactic cosmic ray particles.
Ranges: Protons 5 to 90 MeV
Alphas 150 to 360 MeV
COSMIC RAY DETECTOR University of Chicago
John A. Simpson, Chang-Yun Fan, James E. Lamport, Keith R. Pyle,
David R. Smith
Pioneers 6 and 7
Cosmic Ray Detector: measures the intensity, energy spectrum, and
angular distribution of protons, alphas, and electrons.
Ranges: Proton and Alphas 0.6 to 13, 13 to 70, 70 to 190
and greater than 190 MeV/nucleon
Electrons 0. 16 to 1 and 1 to 20 MeV
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RADIO PROPAGATION Stanford University
Von R. Eshleman, Owen K. Garreott, H. Tate Howard,
Bruce B. Lusignan, Roy A. Long, and Allen M. Peterson
Pioneers 6, 7, 8, 9
RF Communications System: measures the relative phase-modulation
relationships between the 49. 8- and 423. 3-MHz coherent carriers
transmitted from the Stanford 45. 72-m dish antenna to the experiment
receivers, permitting the determination of the value and time variation
of the integrated electron density between the Earth and the spacecraft.
ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR TRW Systems
Fredrick L. Scarf, Gaines M. Crook, Ira M. Green
AC Electrometer: measures the electric components of low-frequency
radio waves created by density variations in the solar winds.
Range: 100 to 100,000 Hz
CELESTIAL MECHANICS INVESTIGATION Jet Propulsion Laboratory
John D. Anderson
Pioneers 6, 7, 8, 9
Utilizes spacecraft communications subsystem: measurements of the
masses of the Earth and Moon, the astronomical unit, and the osculating
elements of the Earth's orbit are accomplished by analysis of Pioneer
tracking data and two-way doppler measurements.



















Fig. B-l. Pioneer 6 solar occultation chart, November
1968
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B-2. Movement of Pioneer 6 behind solar disk during
November 1968
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Fig. B-6. DSS 14 actual and predicted system noise temperature versus
Sun-Earth-probe angle and day of year for Pioneer 9 occupation
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Fig. B-7a. DSS 14 actual and predicted residual signal-to-noise ratio versus
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Fig. B-7b. DSS 14 actual and predicted residual signal-to-noise ratio versus
Sun-Earth-probe angle and day of year for Pioneer 9 occultation
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Fig. B-8. Normal system temperature versus GMT plot at DSS 14 during Pioneer
9 occultation period, Pass 760 on Day 341
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Fig. B-9. Pioneers 6 and 7 sun spiral/radial experiment, 1969









TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN SPACECRAFT
• PLASMA - APPROX 15-17 h (BASED
ON SOLAR WIND VELOCITY OF
400-500 km/s)
• COSMIC RAY - APPROX 2 min
(BASED ON PARTICLE VELOCITY
1.5 X 105 km/s)
EARTH
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Fig. B-l l . Pioneers 6 and 7 angular separation, 1969
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Fig. B-13. Pioneers 6 and 1 cosmic ray energy level,
1969
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Fig. B-14. Single deep space receiving antenna, two spacecraft, 1969
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Fig. B-15. Cross-combined telemetry configuration for support of Pioneers 6
and 8 geocentric alignment, October 1970









Fig. B-16. Pioneers 6 and 8 sun spiral/radial positions
EARTH
Fig. B-17. Dates for Pioneers 6 and 8 Earth alignment,
one of which occurred as part of Sun spiral/
radial activity
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APPENDIX D
PASS CHRONOLOGIES





The chronologies are presented in three different formats because
a new computerized format was being evolved during the report period.
2. Format Abbreviations.

































Operational Teletype Message (nondata)
Pass Folder
Space Flight Operations Facility or Control
Center (JPL)
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
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SNT Signal Noise Temperature
ST XFR Station Transfer
TCP Telemetry and Command Processor
Assembly
TDH Tracking Data Handling Subsystem
TFR Traveler/Failure Report (DSIF)
TTY Teletype
3. Code and Header Explanation.
Configuration codes used were defined in the DSN Equipment Config-
uration Dictionary prepared and distributed by the DSN Scheduling Office.
Using the codes JOOO, S40J, and T012 as an example, J indicates DSS 51 support,
and 000 is defined as standard DSN Multiple-Mission Telemetry (MMT) tracking
configuration described in Volume VI of the DSN operations plan for the project
specified in title. The letter S represents the DSN/GCF, 40 indicates the
standard DSN communication support configuration of four TTY circuits, one
4800 bps high-speed data (HSD) circuit, and one voice circuit, configured per
JPL, Document 610-80, DSN Operations Plan for MM'71, Volume IV, GCF
Operating Procedures and Communication Configurations, Figure 2A-6. J
again relates communications circuits to DSS 51. The letter T represents the
DSN/SFOF, and 012 indicates DSN flight operations support including one
360/75 computer system configured for tracking, telemetry, and command
support and DSS and GCF interface.
Beginning with Pioneer 6 pass 2177, Pioneer 8 pass 1621, and Pioneer 9
pass 1257, the format is broken into headers which provide the following
information:
(1) Pass Num(ber). Self-explanatory. In conjunction with the pass
number and preceding it is a mission sequence number composed
of alpha/numeric characters, i.e., PN6CAZ64794. This mission
sequence number reads:
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(a) PN6 - Project Pioneer
(b) C - Calendar year 1972 (will change to D for 1973, etc. )
(c) A - Month identifier for January. Letters A through
M (I is omitted) will be used to represent January
through December.
(d) Z - Internal DSN report generation identifier.
(e) 64794 - Mission ODC sequence number. This number is
assigned to the spacecraft, source, and GMT
combination. Since this combination is fixed, the
traceability and Reporting Program can list all
information relative to that specific combination.
(2) GMT-Start. Indicates the year, day, hour, and minute of station
AOS.
(3) GMT-End. Indicates the year, day, hour, and minute of station
LOS.
(4) Data Day. Indicates the time period commencing with Australia
rise time and ending with Goldstone set time.
(5) Comments. Provides data on station configuration, subsystem
operation, anomalies, and discrepancy reports.
B. PIONEER 6.
Pass 2024, July 1, 1971 (Day 182)
DSS 62 AOS 182/1200; LOS 182/2100.
MMT pass.
Pass 2025, July 2. 1971 (Day 183)
DSS 62 AOS 183/1206; LOS 183/2100.
MMT pass.
Pass 2028, July 5, 1971 (Day 186)
DSS 14 AOS 186/1839; LOS 186/2200.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
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Pass 2029, July 6, 1971 (Day 187)
DSS 14 AOS 187/1937; LOS 187/2200.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2030, July 7. 1971 (Day 188)
DSS 62 AOS 188/1209; LOS 188/2100.
MMT pass.
Pass 2031, July 8, 1971 (Day 189)
DSS 62 AOS 189/1155; LOS 189/2100.
MMT pass.
Pass 2032, July 9, 1971 (Day 190)
DSS 62 AOS 190/1159; LOS 190/2100.
MMT pass.
Pass 2033, July 10, 1971 (Day 191)
DSS 14 AOS 191/1933; LOS 191/2200.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2035, July 12, 1971 (Day 193)
DSS 62 AOS 193/1204; LOS 193/2100.-
MMT pass. At 1252, Maser 1 gain drifted and flow decreased; switched
to Maser 2 (Ref. TFRA52856) .
Pass 2038, July 15, 1971 (Day 196)
DSS 62 AOS 196/1158; LOS 196/2100.
MMT pass.
Pass 2039, July 16, 1971 (Day 197)
DSS 62 AOS 197/1202; LOS 197/2100.
MMT pass.
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Pass 2042, July 19, 1971 (Day 200)
DSS 14 AOS 200/1818; LOS 200/2000.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. Heat exchanger kicked off the
transmitter at 1842 while tuning for best lock frequency (Ref . TFR-59772,
DR-01305) .
Pass 2043, July 20, 1971 (Day 201)
DSS 14 AOS 201/1710; LOS 201/2000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2044, July 21, 1971 (Day 202)
DSS 62 AOS 202/1101; LOS 202/2030.
MMT pass.
Pass 2045, July 22, 1971 (Day 203)
DSS 62 AOS 203/1112; LOS 203/2030.
MMT pass with 15 commands transmitted. Demonstration MMT-MMC
track using new TCP Program DOI-5033-OP.
Pass 2046, July 23, 1971 (Day 204)
DSS 62 AOS 204/1100; LOS 204/2030.
MMT pass.
Pass 2047, July 24, 1971 (Day 205)
DSS 14 AOS 205/1740; LOS 205/2000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2049, July 26. 1971 (Day 207)
DSS 51 AOS 207/0728; LOS 207/1600.
GOE pass with 2 commands transmitted.
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Pass 2050, July 27, 1971 (Day 208)
DSS 51 AOS 208/0700; LOS 208/1605.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. FR 1400A Recorder Track 3 not
recording 0840 to 0855; connector replaced (Ref . TFR A50293).
Pass 2051, July 28, 1971 (Day 209)
DSS 51 AOS 209/0654; LOS 209/1600.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 2052, July 29, 1971 (Day 210)
DSS 51 AOS 210/0655; LOS 210/1600.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 2055, August 1, 1971 (Day 213)
DSS 14 AOS 213/2230; LOS 214/0101.
GOE pass with 7 commands transmitted. At 2315, command 034 to
address 3 did not start clocking out, command transmitted 1 minute late
(Ref. DR-01325).
Pass 2056, August 2, 1971 (Day 214)
DSS 62 AOS 214/0930; LOS 214/1830.
MMT pass with 2 commands transmitted. MMC demonstration pass.
Pass 2059, August 5, 1971 (Day 217)
DSS 51 AOS 217/0644; LOS 217/1345.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. Station power trip off 1345 to 1405
(Ref . TFR-A50301). LJLA circuit failure from 0731-0852 due to faulty
switch.
Pass 2060, August 6, 1971 (Day 218)
DSS 51 AOS 218/0648; LOS 218/1500.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted. Bad PER throughout pass.
Attempted to switch demod at 0803Z, second demod would not lockup,
switched back to prime (RCVR 1) at 0819Z (Ref . TFR-5030). All GCF
circuits were lost at 1014Z (cause unknown). GCF circuits restored at
1020Z. Six minutes of real-time data were lost.
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Pass 2061, August 7, 1971 (Day 219)
DSS 62 ACS 219/0949; LOS 219/1830.
MMT pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 2063, August 9, 1971 (Day 221)
DSS 51 AOS 221/0600; LOS 221/1400.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pa-ss 2064, August 10, 1971 (Day 222)
DSS 51 AOS 222/0500; LOS 222/1400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 2065, August 11. 1971 (Day 223)
DSS 51 AOS 223/0540; LOS 223/1400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. TDK was garbled from 0707Z to
0755Z. Station held TDH (Ref. DR-3095). Engineering data lost from
1111Z to 1114Z due to Goddard CP swap (Ref. DR-3097).
Pass 2066, August 12, 1971 (Day 224)
DSS 51 AOS 224/0545; LOS 224/1345.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. Goddard CP down 1114Z to 1123Z,
station held data (no loss) (Ref. DR-3103). SNR drop at 1200Z due to faulty
antenna HA drive (Ref . DR-01343).
Pass 2067, August 13, 1971 (Day 225)
DSS 62 AOS 225/0830; LOS 225/1730.
MMT pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 2068. August 14, 1971 (Day 226)
DSS 62 AOS 226/0830; LOS 226/1730.
MMT pass with 1 command transmitted.
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Pass 2071, August 17, 1971 (Day 229)
DSS 62 AOS 229/0530; LOS 229/1600.
MMT pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 2074, August 20, 1971 (Day 232)
DSS 51 AOS 232/0445; LOS 232/1200.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 2076, August 22, 1971 (Day 234)
DSS 51 AOS 234/0452; LOS 234/1300.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 2078, August 24, 1971 (Day 236)
DSS 51 AOS 236/0318; LOS 236/1200.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 2079, August 25, 1971 (Day 237)
DSS 51 AOS 237/0313; LOS 237/1200.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. Time code problem in telemetry
data, 0945-1004Z (Ref. DR-01366).
Pass 2084, August 30, 1971 (Day 242)
DSS 51 AOS 242/0444; LOS 242/1131.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2085, August 31, 1971 (Day 243)
DSS 51 AOS 243/0240; LOS 243/1130.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
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Pass 2086, September 1, 1971 (Day 244)
DSS 62 AOS 244/0500; LOS 244/1500.
MMT pass with 6 commands transmitted. Suspected TCP program problem
resulted in random reload from 0543 to 0550Z.
Pass 2093, September 8, 1971 (Day 251)
DSS 51 AOS 251/0300; LOS 251/1100.
GOE pass with 4 commands transmitted. A 3 volt ripple in -15 volt power
supply distorted command modulation (Ref. TFR 50333, DR-1395).
Pass 2094, September 9, 1971 (Day 252)
DSS 51 AOS 252/0203; LOS 252/1059.
GOE pass with 4 commands transmitted. Signal level 4 dbm lower than
predicted (Ref. DR-0277).
Pass 2095, September 10, 1971 (Day 253)
DSS 62 AOS 253/0427; LOS 253/1500.
MMT pass with 5 commands transmitted. Command modulation assembly
B aborted command 006 three times (abort code 001). Hardware under
investigation (Ref. TFR A52992, DR-1393).
Pass 2100, September 15, 1971 (Day 258)
DSS 62 AOS 258/0200; LOS 258/1100.
MMT pass with 5 commands transmitted. Between 0310 and 0315 command
3 address 006 aborted twice, switched to CMA-B for commanding. Cause
unknown but under investigation (Ref. DR-1401).
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Pass 2101, September 16, 1971 (Day 259)
DSS 62 AOS 259/0200; LOS 259/1100.
MMT pass with 5 commands transmitted. Erroneous ground RCV signal
level (biased by plus 2.5 dB) during two samples, caused by oscillating
RCV isolation amp (TFR A53009).
Pass 2102, September 17, 1971 (Day 260)
DSS 51 AOS 260/0414; LOS 260/1102.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2103, September 18, 1971 (Day 261)
DSS 51 AOS 261/0203; LOS 261/1100.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted. Transmitter switched off at
track's request at 0211 due to complete teletype outage until approximately
0300.
Pass 2105, September 20, 1971 (Day 263)
DSS 51 AOS 263/0329; LOS 263/1030.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted. First demonstration at DSS 51 of
TCP program DOI-503OP. Four test commands were attempted and all
aborted on a bit-by-bit verification. GOE was used to send commands.
Pass 2106, September 21, 1971 (Day 264)
DSS 51 AOS 264/0130; LOS 264/1030.
GOE pass with 6 commands transmitted. This was to have been a Pioneer
MMC/MMT demonstration pass (program DOI-5033-OP). The program,
however, would not accept commands during countdown and station recon-
figured to GOE.
Pass 2108. September 23, 1971 (Day 266)
DSS 51 AOS 266/0255; LOS 266/1030.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
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Pass 2109, September 24, 1971 (Day 267)
DSS 51 AOS 267/0130; LOS 267/1030.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2112, September 27, 1971 (Day 270)
DSS 51 AOS 270/0317; LOS 270/1030.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2113, September 28, 1971 (Day 271)
DSS 51 AOS 271/0125; LOS 271/1030.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2114, September 29. 1971 (Day 272)
DSS 51 AOS 272/0130; LOS 272/1030.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted. Station unable to get TCP-A or
TCP-B lock on data format generator at 0130 (AOS). Station also unable to
command using GOE; configured to MMT/MMC Mode. Problem was dis-
located pin on GOE computer buffer cables (DR-1430).
Pass 2115, September 30. 1971 (Day 273)
DSS 51 AOS 273/0108; LOS 273/1030.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2119, October 4, 1971 (Day 277)
DSS 51 AOS 277/0253; LOS 277/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2120, October 5, 1971 (Day 278)
DSS 51 AOS 278/0255; LOS 278/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
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Pass 2123, October 8, 1971 (Day 281)
DSS 62 ACS 281/0300; LOS 281/1200.
MMT pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2128, October 13, 1971 (Day 286)
DSS 61 AOS 286/0105; LOS 286/0959.
MMT pass with 5 commands. MMT demonstration pass,
Pass 2133, October 18, 1971 (Day 291)
DSS 51 AOS 291/0150; LOS 291/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands.
Pass 2134, October 19. 1971 (Day 292)
DSS 62 AOS 292/0316; LOS 292/1000.
MMT pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2135, October 20, 1971 (Day 293)
DSS 51 AOS 293/0226; LOS 293/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2136, October 21, 1971 (Day 294)
DSS 51 AOS 294/0050; LOS 294/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2143, October 28, 1971 (Day 301)
DSS 51 AOS 301/0054; LOS 301/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2144, October 29, 1971 (Day 302)
DSS 51 AOS 302/0058; LOS 302/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
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Pass 2147, November 1, 1971 (Day 305)
DSS 51 ACS 305/0200; LOS 305/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2149, November 3, 1971 (Day 307)
DSS 51 ACS 307/0102; LOS 307/0900.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2150, November 4. 1971 (Day 308)
DSS 51 AOS 308/0059; LOS 308/0900.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2152, November 6, 1971 (Day 310)
DSS 61 AOS 310/0105; LOS 310/0958.
MMT/MMC pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2154, November 7, 1971 (Day 312)
DSS 11 AOS 312/0954; LOS 312/1800.
MMT/MMC Demo pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 2154, November 7, 1971 (Day 312)
DSS 51 AOS 312/0057; LOS 312/1002.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
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Pass 2155, November 9, 1971 (Day 313)
DSS 51 AOS 313/0049; LOS 313/1009.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2155. November 9, 1971 (Day 313)
DSS 11 AOS 313/0950; LOS 313/1800.
MMT/MMC pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 2156, November 10, 1971 (Day 314)
DSS 51 AOS 314/0131; LOS 314/1005.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2156. November 10. 1971 (Day 314)
DSS 11 AOS 314/0906; LOS 314/1800.
MMT/MMC pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 2157. November 11. 1971 (Day 315)
DSS 51 AOS 315/0055; LOS 315/1005.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2157, November 11, 1971 (Day 3 1 5 )
DSS 11 AOS 315/0919; LOS 315/1400.
MMT/MMC pass with 2 commands t ransmit ted.
Pass 2158, November 12, 1971 (Day 316)
DSS 61 AOS 316/0132; LOS 316/1000.
MMT/MMC pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2159. November 13, 1971 (Day 317)
DSS 61 AOS 317/0129; LOS 317/1000.
MMT/MMC pass with 5 commands transmitted.
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Pass 2160, November 14, 1971 (Day 318)
DSS 61 AOS 318/0130; LOS 318/1000.
MMT/MMC pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2162, November 16, 1971 (Day 320)
DSS 51 AOS 320/0052; LOS 320/1000.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2162, November 16. 1971 (Day 320)
DSS 11 AOS 320/0952; LOS 320/1800.
MMT/MMC pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 2163, November 17, 1971 (Day 321)
DSS 51 AOS 321/0057; LOS 321/1000.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2163. November 17. 1971 (Day 321)
DSS 11 AOS 321/0930; LOS 321/1800.
MMT/MMC pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 2164, November 18, 1971 (Day 322)
DSS 51 AOS 322/0056; LOS 322/1000.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2164. November 18, 1971 (Day 322)
DSS 11 AOS 322/0930; LOS 322/1800.
MMT/MMC pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 2165, November 19, 1971 (Day 323)
DSS 51 AOS 323/0057; LOS 323/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
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Pass 2169, November 23, 1971 (Day 327)
DSS 51 AOS 327/0056; LOS 327/1003.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2169, November 23, 1971 (Day 327)
DSS 11 ACS 327/0930; LOS 327/1800.
MMT/MMC pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 2170. November 24. 1971 (Day 328)
DSS 51 AOS 328/0048; LOS 328/1000.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted.
Pass 2170. November 24. 1971 (Day 328)
DSS 11 AOS 328/0930; Los 328/1800.
MMT/MMC pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 2171. November 25. 1971 (Day 329)
DSS 51 AOS 329/0100; LOS 329/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2172, November 26. 1971 (Day 330)
DSS 51 AOS 330/0048; LOS 330/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2175. November 29, 1971 (Day 333)
DSS 51 AOS 333/0230; LOS 333/1000.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 2176, November 30, 1971 (Day 334)
DSS 11 AOS 334/0930; LOS 334/1138.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. Pass terminated at 1138 due to
inability to process 16 EPS telemetry data (Ref. DR-1580).
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PTONFER 6 S/C 06
PN6CBZ65139
720560900 T205MOOO AO PF
CONFTG AOS DOY 056
DSSK600 CTO B SCHEOUL0900 Z
GCF$2*K CLA30"»324ACTUAL 0900 Z
CPS N/& ST XFR N/R Z
COMMAND TOT i auTO 0
OCC TEN N/4 TF.X N/A Z
TELE* PWR 10KW PREOTC 10KW
OX I AGC RX 2 AGC
ACTUAL-155.608H N/A DBM
PREOIC-156.0D8M N/A DBM
DIFFER -0.4 OB N/A 08
TRACKING
TRACK MO N / R W A Y RANGING N/R










CPS T010 ST.XFR -N/A Z
COMMAND TOT- 7 AUTO- 0
OCC TEN- N/A TEX- N/A I
TELEM PWR- IOKW PREDICT- IOKW
RX- tAGC RX ? AGC
ACTU*L-153.40BH N/A DBM
PREOIC 154.108M N/A DBM
DIFFER- »0.7 OB N/A OB
TRACKING
TRACK.MO- 2 WAY R A N G I N G NONE
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-426, Vol. XI
(AO = DSS 61 )
LOS OOY 056 TOTAL
?CH«:DUL 1000Z SC*ECUL IHQOM
ACTUAL 1000Z ArTU»L 1HOOM
RELEASE 1000Z DSS TIM 1HOOM
MANU 1 ABORT 0
BIT 16/6* MMT












ACTUAL -0730Z ACTUAL - 4H10M
RFLEASE-0730Z CSS TIM- 4H10M

















PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE OAY
PIONFFP 6 S/C 06
2?40 720320320 720320730 AO PF 2240 (AO = DSS 61 )





224? 720340059 720341000 AM PF 2242 (AM = DSS 51)
CONFIG AOS DOY 034 LOS DOY 034 TOTAL
DSSJ200 CTD B-l SCHEDUL OOOOZ SCHEDUL 1000Z SCHEDUL 9HOOM
GCFS20J CLA303314ACTUAL 0059Z ACTUAL 1OOOZ ACTUAL 9H01M
CPST010 ST XFR N/A Z RFLEASE 1010Z DSS TTM 9H11M
COMMAND TOT 7 AUTO 0 MANU 7 ABORT 0
OCC T?N N/A TFX N/A Z
TELEM PWR 10KH PREOIC 10KW BIT 64 GOE
RX I »GC RX 2 AGC TCP4-ENGSNR TCPB-SCTSNR
ACTUAL-152.5DBH N/A DBM 8.7 N/A
PRFOIC-154.1DBM N/A PBM 10.4 N/A
DIFFER *?..6 OB N/A OB ' -1.7 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD ? WAY RANGING NONE BIAS N/A RU NOISF N/A RU
00 BIAS *.209HZ C NS .002HZ FXP .002HZ
MONITOR LGWR LGFR BLRC BLER
DIS N/R N/R . N/R N/R
TCP N/P N/« N/R , N/R
APS IS OUT, STA . TO MANUEL TRACK; CANNOT AUTO TRACK; SNR AND
D/L OFF PREDICTS OR T-1812 OR N-0048/T-59
PN6CBZ6A999
2242 720341725 720350130 AJ PF 2242 (AJ = DSS 42)
CONFIG A.OS DOV 034 LOS DOY 035 TOTAL
DSSGOOO CTO B-l SCHCOUL 1730Z SCHEDUL 0130Z SCHEDUL 8HOOM
GCFS21G CLA303324ACTUAL 1725Z ACTUAL 0130Z ACTUAL 8H05M
CPST010 ST XFR N/R Z RELEASE 0130Z DSS TIM 8H05M
COMMAND TOT 4 AUTO 0 MANU 4 ABORT 0
OCC TEN N/A TFX N/A Z
TELEM PWR 10KW PRFDIC 10KW BTT 64 GOE
RX 1 »GC RX 2 AGC TCPB-SCTSNR TCPA-FNGSNR
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PASS GIT-START
NO.
GMT-ENO OPIG TYPE DATA
CODE CODF DAY
PICNFER 6 S/C 06
2242 720341725 720350130 AJ PF
ACTUAL-152.608* N/A OBM
PREDIC-154.20BM N/A OBM
OIFFFR «-1.6 OB N/A OB
TRACKING
TRACK MON/R WAY RANGTNG N/R
















0?SJ200 CTDB-1 SCHEDUL 0100Z
GCFS20J CLA303M4ACTUAL 0054Z
CPSTOIO ST XFR N/A I
COMMAND TOT 6 AUTQ 0
OCC TEN N/A TFX N/A Z
TELEM PWR 10KW PREOIC KW
RX 1AGC RX 2 AGC
ACTUAL-154.1DBM N/A OBM
PREDIC-154.2DBM N/A OBM
DIFFER +0.1 OB N/A 08
TRACKING
TRACK MO 2 WAY RANGING NONE









2242 (AM = DSS 51)
LOS HOY 035 TOTAL
SCHEDUL 1000Z SCHFOUL 9HOOM
ACTUAL 1000Z ACTUAL 9H06M


















DSSJ200 CTO B-! SCHFOUL 0100Z
GCFS20J CLA303314ACTUAL 0051Z
2243
LOS OOY 036 TOTAL
SCHEDUL 1000Z SCHEOUL 9HOOM
ACTUAL 1000Z ACTUAL PH09M
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PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO
NO.
CRIG TYPE D A T A
CODE CODE 04V
PICNEFR 6 S/C 06
2242 720350054 720351000 AM PF
CPST010 ST XFR N/R Z
COMMAND TOT 2 AUTO 2
OCC TEN N/A TEX N/A Z
TELEM PWR IOKW PREDIC 10KW
RX 1 AGC RX 2 AGC
ACTUAL-154.20BM N/A OBM
PPFOTC-154.30BM N/A OBM
DIFFER +0.1 OB N/A OB
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 HAY RANGING NONE






2242 (AM = DSS 51)













C O N F I G
720371000 AM PF
AOS DOY 037
DSSJ200 CTO NONE SCHEOUL 0100Z
GCFS20J CLA ACTUAL 0055Z
CPSN/A ST XFR N/R Z
COMMANO TOT 4 AUTO 4
occ TFN N/A TFX N/A z
TELFM PWR T O K W PPEDTC IOKW
RX \ AGC PX 2 AGC
ACTUAL-154.5DBM N/A OBM
PREOTC-154.4DBM N/A OBM
CIFFFR -O.I OB N/» OB
TRACKING
TRACK MO 2 WAY RANGTNG NONE







LOS OOY 037 TOTAL
SCHEOUL 1000Z SCHEOUL 9HOOM
ACTUAL 1000Z ACTUAL 9H05M
RELEASE 1000Z OSS TIM 9H05M











JPL Technical Memorandum 33-426, Vol. XI
PASS GMT-ST8RT GMT-ENO GRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODF DAY
PTONFER 6 S/C 06
PN6C6Z65051 (AM = DSS 51)
2250 720*30055 720*31000 AM PF 2250
CONFIG A.OS OOY 0*3 LOS DOY 0*3 TOTAL
CSSJ200 CTO B-l SCHEDUL 0100Z SCHEOUL 1000Z SCHFDUL 9HOOM
GCFS20J CLA ACTUAL 0055Z ACTUAL IOOOZ ACTUAL 9H05M
CPS ST XFP N/A Z RELEASE IOOOZ OSS TIM 9H05M
COMMAND TOT 7 AUTO 0 MANU 7 ABORT 0
occ TEN N/A TEX N/A z
TELEM PWR IOKW PREOIC IOKW BIT 16/6* GOF
RX 1 AGC RX 2 AGC TCP8-ENGSNR TCPA-SCISNR
ACTUAL-15*.50BM N/A OBM 9.6 N/A
PREDIC-15*.80BM N/A DBM 9.8 N/A
DIFFER *0.3 HB N/A OB -0.2 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MO 2 WAY RANGING NONE BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DO BIAS -0.1HZ C NS 0.002HZ EXP 0.002HZ
MONITOR LGWP LGER BLRC BLFR
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/P N/R N/R
0736Z-tOOOZ LOST ALL COMM LINES, REASON UNKNOWN, <THL DOWN
AT LOS, RFF OR *780
PN6CBZ65056
2251 7204*00*8 720**1000 AM PF 2251
CONFIG AOS OOY 0** LOS OOY 0** TOTAL
DSSJ200 CTD B-l SCHEOUL 0100Z SCHEOUL IOOOZ SCHFOUL 9HOOM
GCFS20J CLA ACTUAL 00*8Z ACTUAL IOOOZ ACTUAL 9H12M
CPS ST XFR Z RELEASE 1000Z DSS TTM 9H12M
COMMAND TOT 7 AUTO 0 MANU 7 ABORT 0
OCC TEN N/A T«EX N/A Z
TELF.M PWR IOKW PRFDIC IOKW BIT 6* GOE
RX I AGC RX 2 AGC TCPB-ENGSNR TCPB-SCTSNR
ACTUAL-]5*.50BM N/A DBM 9.? N/A
PPEOIC-15*.80BM N/A DBM 9.7 N/A
DIFFER +0.3 OB N/A 08 -0.5 N/A
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PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE
NO. CODE COOF DAY
PICNEER 6 S/C 06
2250 720430055 720431000 AM PC 2250 (AM = DSS 51)
TRACKING
TRACK MO 2 WAY RANGING NONE RIAS N/A RU NTTSP N/A RU
00 BIAS -0.02HZ C NS 0.002HZ =XP 0.00?HZ
MONITOR LGWR LGFR BLRC BLER
OIS N/P N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
2-WAY TRK OllO-lOOOZ CUDS 0130-0955Z
PN6CBZ65062
2252 720450500 720450930 AO pe 2252 (AO = DSS 61)
CONFIG ACS DOV 045 LOS OOY 045 TOTAL
OSSKOOO CTO B-l SCHEOUL 0500Z SCHEOUL 0930Z SCHFOUL 4H30M
GCFS21K CLA ACTUAL 0500Z ACTUAL 0930Z ACTUAL 4H30M
CPS ST XFR N/A Z RELEASE 0930Z OSS TIM 4H30M
COMMAND TOT 7 AUTO 0 MftNU 7 ABORT 1
OCC TEN N/A TEX N/A Z
TELEM PMR IOKW PREDTC KM BIT 16/64 MMT
«X 1 AGC RX 2 AGC TCPB-ENGSNR TCPA-SCISNR
ACTUAL-154.90BM N/A DBM 10.2 N/A
PREDTC-155.0DBM N/A OBM 10.1 N/A
DIFFER *0.1 OB N/A OB »0.1 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MO N / R M A Y P A N G I N G N/R QIAS N/R RU NOISE N/R RU
00 BIAS N/R HZ C NS N/R HZ EXP N/R HZ
MONITOR LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DTS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/P
POST TRACK 0535Z-0530Z CMO 3-006 ABCRTEDt DATA QUALITY OUT
OP L I M I T S t SWITCHED TO C*A B, CMD D E L A Y E D 10 M I N U S t REF
OR T-1840
0547Z-0557Z RCVR 1 AGC J80-AMP OSCTLLATING, BAD AGC OUTPUT
R E A D I N G S ! CHANGED TFR 05237 R E F E R S
2 WAY TPK 0510Z-0930Z CMOS XMTO 0530Z-0927Z
PN6CBZ65102
2258 72C510056 720511000 AM PF 2258 (AM = DSS 51)
CON*=IG AOS OOY 051 LOS OOY 051 TOTAL
120 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-426, Vol. XI
PASS GMT-START
NO.




PIONEER 6 S/C 06
2258 720510056 720511000 AM P«=
OSS J200CTD B-l SCHFDUL 0100Z
GCF S20JCLA303314»rTU4L QQ56Z
CPS N/A ST XFR Z
COMMAND TOT 5 MJTC 0
OCC TEN N/A TEX N/A
TFLEM PWR IOKH PREOTC
RX 1 AGC PX 2 AGC
ACTUAL-155.40PM N/A DBM
PR<=OIC-T55.40BM N/A DBM
DIFFFR 0.0 OB N/A OB
TRACKING
TRACK MO 2 WAY RANGING NONE














ST XFR N/R Z
COMMAND TOT 2 AUTO 0
OCC T*N N/A TEX N/A Z
TELEM PHR 10 KW PRFOTC 10KW
RX I AGC RX 2 AGC
ACTU»L-155.009M N/A DBM
PRF.OIC-155.60BM N/A OBM
DIFCER *0.6 OB N/A DP
TRACKING
TRACK MO N /RWAY RANGING N/R
00 BIAS N/R HZ C KS N/R HZ
MONITOR IGWR LGER
OIS N/f t N/P
2258 (AM = DSS 51)
SCHFCUL 1000Z SCHEOUL 9HQOM
ACTUAL 1000Z ACTUAL 9H04M
RELEASE 1000Z DSS TIM 9H04M
MANU 5 ABCRT 0
BIT 64 GOF









2259 (AO = DSS 61)
LOS DCY 052 TOTAL
SCHEOUL 1100Z SCHEOUL 5MQOM
ACTUAL 1 OOZ ACTUAL 5HOOM
RELEASE UOOZ OSS TIM 5HOOM
MANU 2 ABORT 0
BIT 16 MMT

























2268 720610600 72C6112CG AC PF 2268
DSS 61 PASS 226d CL E-B CTCN 3G3324 GCF S6*K CPS N/A DSS KUGO
CCNFIG
ACS DOY Ccl LCS DO C61 T O T A L
S C H E C U L E C C600Z SCHEDULED 1200i SChEDULEU 4H COM
ACTUAL C 6 C O Z ACTUAL IZOQi A C T U A L 4H OOM
ST XFR NCNEZ R E L f c A S t 1200/ 1JSS TIME 4h COM
CCMMAND
TCTAL 0 Aurc 0 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
T ELEMETPY
POhER 1 KV» 6IT RATES 64 MMT
KX 1 HX 2 TCP A SNK TCP B SNR
ACTUAL 156.1 N/A 8.5 N/A
PREDIC 156.5 ML 8.2 N/A
RESID +0.4 N/A +0.3 N/A
TRACK ING
TRACK MD N/RhAY HANGING IWR dlAS N/R KU NCISE N/K RU
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
KCNITOR T
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
1 wAY PASS
F N 6 C C Z 6 5 2 3 2
2276 72C690600 72C6912QO AC PF 2276
DSS 61 PASS 2276 CL E-B CTDN 303324 GCF N/A CPS N/A DSS KOCO
CCNFIG
ACS OUY Ct>S LCS DOY C69 TUTAL
SCHEDULED 06UOZ SCHEDULED 1200Z SCHEDULED 6H 007
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PASS GMT-START GcT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CUCE CODE DAY
FICNEER 6 S/C C6
2216 12C6SC6CC 72C6912UU AC PF 2276
ACTUAL N/A Z ACTUAL N/A L ACTUAL N/A h M
ST XFK N/A Z RELEASE N/A Z. DSS TINEN/A H I"
TCTAL iM/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY -----------------------------------------------------
PCwEF N/AKW BIT KATES N/A
RX 1 HX 2 TCP TCP
ACTUAL N/A fs/A N/A IM/A
PREC1C N/A N/A iM/A N/A
RESIO N/A N/A Ni/A N/A
TRACKING -----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MO N/Av<AY RANGING N/A BIAS iM/ARli NCISE N/A Rt
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NCS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
KCNITCR -----------------------------------------------------
LGtiR LGER SLRC ELER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A I\/A N/A
CCMKENTS -----------------------------------------------------
1102Z-1116Z 3tCA CCHN, RESTART t<EtUIRED CR 3259
RECCPG CNLY
2277 '/2C7CC6CC 72C7012 AC PF 2277
OSS 61 PASS 2277 CL A-b CTDN i<J/A GCF S21K. CPS KJOC OSS
CCNFIG
*OS COY C7C LCS DUY C7C TOTAL
SCHEDULED C600Z SCHEDULED 1200Z SCHEDULED 6H UOK
ACTUAL N/A Z ACTUAL N/A Z ACTUAL N/AH M
ST XFR N/A Z RELEASE N/A Z USS TIKE N/AH K
CC^MANO
TOTAL iM/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
FCWEP N/AKh BIT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
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PASS GMT-START GKT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 6 J/C 06
2217 7207CC6CO 72C7012 AO PF 2277
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESID N/A N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MON/A MAY RANGING N/A BIAS N/A RL NOISE N/A Kli
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NCS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MCNITOR
LGhR LGER BLRC BLER
CIS N/A N/A N/A N/A




2307 72099C800 720991300 23C7
DSS 62 PASS 2307 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
AOS DOY 099 LOS OOY 099 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1300Z SCHEDULED 5H OOM
ACTUAL N/AZ ACTUAL N/«Z ACTUAL OH OOM
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE N/AZ DSS TIME OH OOM
COMMAND
MANUALTOTAL 0 AUTO 0
TELEMETRY
POWER IOKW BIT RATES
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A
ACTUAL-159.7 N/A 9.7
PREDIC-161.0 N/A 9.4








TRACK MO N/RWAY RANGING N/R 8IAS N/RRU NOISE N/HRU
OOP BIAS N/RHZ C NOS N/RHZ EXP N/RHZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
PN6CDZ65406
2308 721000800 721001300 23C8
DSS 62 PASS 2308 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CONFIG
AOS DOY 100 LOS DOY 100 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1300Z SCHEDULED
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1300Z ACTUAL





TOTAL N/R AUTO N/R MANUAL N/R ABORT N/R











B I T RATES










TRACK MD N / A W A Y RANGING N/A BIAS





















2314 721070730 721071300 2314
DSS 62 PASS 2315 CL B-A CTDN 303344































BIT RATES 16 MMT









TRACK MO N / A W A Y RANGING N/A BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
















303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A OSS LOOO
PN6CEZ65529
23?2 721250800 7?1?51340
DSS 62 P A S S 2332 CL B-A
CONFIG —
AOS DOY 125 l.nS DHY 125
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1340Z SCHEDULED 5H 40M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1340Z ACTUAL 5H 40M
ST XFR N/PZ RELEASE 1342Z.DSS TIME 5H 42!*
COMMA MO
TELEMETRY
TOTAL 0 MANUAL 0 A D O P T 0
POWER 0 KW PIT PATES 3 MMT
RX 1 '.X ? TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 160.5 N/A U.3 N/A
PREOIC ISO.8 N/A 11.5 N/A
RFSID fO.? N/A -0.,? N/A
T R A C K I N G
MONITOR
C O M M E N T S
TRACK MD N / A W A Y RANGING N/A B IAS N/A RU NOISE N/A P1J
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PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO DATA
NO. DAY
PN6CEZ65533
2333 721260800 721261340 2333
DSS 62 PASS 2333 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CONFIG
40S DOY 126 LOS DOY 126 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1343Z SCHEDULED 5H 40M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 13.40Z ACTUAL 5H 40M
ST XFR N/RZ RELEASE 1342Z DSS TIME 5H 42M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTD 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER 0 KW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 160.2 N/A 11.3 N/A
PRFDIC 160.9 N/A 11.4 N/A
RESID +0.7 N/A -O.I N/A
TRACKING
TRACK ID N/AWAY RANGING N/A BIAS N/A *U NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MONITOR
LSWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
1315Z-1329Z 360/75 DOWN 2260'S LOCKED OUT OR 3521 REFERS.
PN6CEZ65538
2334 721270730 721271340 2334
OSS 62 PASS 2334 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CONFIG
AOS DOY 127 LOS DOY 127 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0730Z SCHEDULED 1340Z SCHEDULED 6H 10M
ACTUAL 0730Z ACTUAL 1340Z ACTUAL 6H 10M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 1343Z DSS TIME 6H 13M
COMMAND •
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER M/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A 161.2 N/A 11.I
PREDIC N/A 161.0 N/A 12.3
RESID N/A -0.2 N/A -1.2
TRACKING
TRACK MO 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MONITOR •
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
015 N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
1-WAY RECORD ONLY TK
PN6CEZ65543
2335 721280730 721281340 2335
DSS 62 PASS 2335 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CONFIG
AOS DOY 128 LOS OOY 128 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0730Z SCHEDULED 1340Z SCHEDULED 6H 10M
ACTUAL 0730Z ACTUAL 1340Z ACTUAL 6H 10M
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 1345Z DSS TIME 6H 15M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0







POWER N/AKH BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 160.1 N/A 11.0 N/A
PREOIC 161.1 N/A 12.2 N/A
RESID +1.0 N/A -1.2 N/A
TRACKING --
TRAC< MD 1 WAY RANGING N/A BIAS N/A *U NOISE N/A RJ















0851Z-0856Z, 360/75B DOWN FOR SKED. STRING SWAP.
0907Z-0912Z, 360/75A DOWN, INTERRUPTS ON TLM PROC; WARM
I PL RESTART, OR 3523.
PN6CEZ65555
23*8 721M0800 7713113*5 23?8
DSS 62 PASS 2338 CL B-A CT3N 30334* GCF SOOL CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CCNFIG •
AOS DOY 131 LOS DOY 131 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SC^DULED 1345Z SCHEDULED 5H 45M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1 345Z ACTUAL 5H 45M
ST XFR N/RZ RELEASE 1348Z DSS TIME 5H 48M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER 0 KM BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 160.5 N/A 11.8 N/A
PREDIC 161.4 N/A 11.9 N/A
RESID + 0.9 N/A -0.1 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD N/RWAY RANGING N/R BIAS N/R RU NOISE N/R RU
OOP BIAS N/R HZ C NOS N/R HZ EXP N/R HZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP M/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
P^6CEZ65565
2340 721330800 721331345 2340
OSS 62 PASS 2340 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF SOOL CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CONFIG ••
AOS DOY 133 LOS DOY 133 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1345Z SCHEDULED 5H 45M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1345Z ACTUAL 5H 45M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 1350Z DSS TIME 5H 50M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 161.1 N/A 11.7 N/A
PREOIC 161.5 N/A 11.8 N/A
RESID +0.4 N/A -0.1 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD N/RWAY RANGING N/R BIAS N/R *U NOISE N/R RU
OOP BIAS N/R HZ C NOS N/R HZ EXP M/R HZ






















PASS 2341 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF SOOL CPS N/A DSS 1003
AOS DOY 134 LOS DOY 134 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0730Z SCHEDULED 1345Z SCHEDULED 6H 15M
ACTUAL 0730Z ACTUAL 1345Z ACTUAL 6H 15M











BIT RATES 8 MMT




TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE























PASS 2342 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF SOOL CPS N/A DSS LOOO
AOS DOY 135 L3S DOY 135 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0730Z SC^OULEO 1345Z SCHEDULED 6H 15M
ACTUAL 0730Z ACTUAL 1345Z ACTUAL 6H 15M
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 1350Z DSS TIME 6H 20M
COMMAND







BIT RATES 8 MMT





TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
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PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO DATA
NO. DAY
PN6CEZ65590
2345 721371355 721380300 2345
DSS 41 PASS 2345 CL F-B CTON 202244 GCF SOOF CPS N/A OSS FOOO
CONFIG ••
AOS DOY 137 LOS DOY 138 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1900Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 1855Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 05M
ST XFR N/RZ RELEASE 0300Z DSS TIME 8H 05M
COMMAND •
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKH BIT RATES 8
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 162.1 N/A 11.4 N/A
PREDIC 161.9 N/A 11.6 N/A
RESIO -0.2 N/A -0.2 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -49.0HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP 0.004HZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGE* BUC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
DR N-0199 RAISED AGAINST PROJECT FOR THE INABILITY OF PROGRAM
5033 OP-A TO PROCESS DATA TYPE 61.






PASS 2346 CL B-B CTDN 303344 GCF SOOF CPS N/A DSS FOOO
COMMAND
AOS DOY 138 LOS DOY 139 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1900Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 1857Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 03M
ST XFR 1857Z RELEASE 0319Z DSS TIME 8H 22M







BIT RATES 8 MMT





TRACK MD 1 HAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NDISE N/A RU
















COMMENTS — • —
2117Z-2122Z 360 B DOWN RESTART DR 3571
1904Z-1934Z 360 B DOWN RESTART DR 3567
2154Z-2205Z 360 B DOWN RESTART DR 3572
0103Z-OU3Z 360 B DOWN WARM IPL DR 3567
0134Z-0155Z 360 B DOWN RESTART R.T. JOB STEP DR 3574
PN6CEZ65604
2346 721390802 721391400 2346
DSS 62 PASS 2346 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF SOOL CPS N/A DSS LOOOCONFIG __-.———____________________—— — _______ »-____ _ __
AOS DOY 139 LOS DOY 139 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1400Z SCHEDULED 6H OOM
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PASS GMT-START GMT-EMi) DATA
NO. DAY
ACTUAL 0802Z ACTUAL 1400Z ACTUAL 5H 58M
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 1405Z OSS TIME 6H 03M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKH BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 161.4 N/A 11.0 N/A
PREDIC 162.0 N/A 11.3 N/A
RESID +0.6 M/A -0.3 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/R *U NOISE N/R RU
OOP BIAS N/R HZ C NOS N/R HZ EXP N/R HZ
MONITDR
LGWR LGER BLRC BLFR
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
PN6CEZ65608
2347 721391854 721400300 2347
DSS 41 PASS 2347 CL B-B CTDN 303344 GCF SOOF CPS N/A DSS FOOD
CONFIG
AOS DOY 139 LOS OOY 140 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1960Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 1854Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 06M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 0440Z DSS TIME 9H 46M
COMMAND :
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 PX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 167.3 N/A 11.6 N/A
PREDIC 167.0 N/A 11.4 N/A
RESID -0.2 N/A +0.2 N/A
TRACK ING
TRACK MD 1 WAY PANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS -71.0HZ C NOS 0.080HZ EXP 0.100HZ
MONIT3R
LGWR LGER BLRC BLFR
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
2313Z-2326Z 360 DOWN OR 3580
0230Z-0743Z 360 DOWN OR
PN6CEZ65612
2347 721400800 721401400 2347
DSS 6? PASS 2347 CL B-A CTDN 30*344 GCF SOOL CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CONFI3
AOS DOY 140 LOS 03Y 140 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1400Z SCHEDULED 6H OOM
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1400Z ACTUAL 6H OOM
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 1405Z OSS TIME 6H 05M
COMMAND
TRACKING







BIT RATES 8 MMT




TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A *U NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP M/A HZ


















TTY L/S DOWN 1305Z-1307Z NTF.
PN6CEZ65624
?343 771*10800 721411400 ?348
OSS 62 PASS 2348 CL B-A CTDN 30334* GCF SOOL CPS N/A OSS LOOO
C O N F I G
AOS DOY 141 LOS DDY 141 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1400Z SCHEDULED 6H OOM
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1400Z ACTUAL 6H OOM
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 1403Z OSS TI^E 6H 03M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTQ 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 162.0 N/A 10.1 N/A
PREDIC 162.2 N/A 10.9 N/A
RESIO + 0.2 N/A -0.8 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 1WAY PANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGER BUG BLER
OIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
PM6CEZ65631
2349 721420800 721421400 2349
DSS 62 PASS 2349 CL B-A CTDN *03344 GCF SOOL CPS N/A DSS L003
CONF I 3 '•
AOS DOr 142 LOS DOY 14? TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1400Z SCHEDULED 6H OOM
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1400Z ACTUAL 6H OOM
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 1410Z DSS TIME 6H TOM
COMMAND
TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP 3
ACTUAL 162.0 N/A 10.0 N/A
PR6DIC 162.3 N/A 10.8 N/A
RESIO t-0.* M/A -0.8 N/A
TRACKING
TRAC< HO 1 WAY P4NGING NIL BIAS N/A *U NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC BLFR
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENT S '•
5-»
2353 721451849 721460300 2353
[)SS 4» PASS 2?53 CL F-B CTPN N/A GCF SOOF CPS N/A DSS FOOD
CONFIG
AOS DOY 145 LOS OHY 146 TOTAL
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PASS GMT-START GMT-END DATA
NO. OAY
SCHEDULED 1900Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 1849Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 11M
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 0305Z DSS TIME 8H 16M
COMMAMO —
TOTAL 0 AUT3 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER N / A K W BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 16?.9 N/A 11.0 N/A
PREDIC 162.5 N/A 10.9 N/A
RESID -0.4 N/A +0.1 N/A
TRACKING
 :
TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS -158.00HZ C NOS N/AHZ EXP M/AHZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS V/R N/R M/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
PN6CEZ65663
2353 721460800 721461415 2353
OSS 62 PASS 2353 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF SOOL CPS N/A OSS LOOO
CONFI 3
AOS DOY 146 LOS DQY 146 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1415Z SCHEDULED 6H 15M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1415Z ACTUAL 6H 15M
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 1417Z DSS TIME 6H 17M
COMMAMD
TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
POWER 0 KW BIT RATES B MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 162.8 N/A N/A 9.7
PREDIC 162.6 N/A N/A 10.5
RESID -0.2 N/A N/A -0.8
TRACKING
TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISF N/A RU
OOP BIAS -165.00HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
"ONI TOR
LGWR LGER BUG BLER
DIS N/P N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
PN6SEZ65666
235% 721461859 721470300 2354
DSS 41 PASS 2354 CL B-B CTDN 303344 GCF SOOF CPS N/A DSS FOOD
CONFIS
AOS DOY 146 LOS DOY 147 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1900Z SCHOOLED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 1859Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 01M
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 0315Z DSS TIME 8H 16M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY -.-
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP P
ACTUAL 162.8 N/A 10.9 N/A
PREDIC 162.7 N/A 10.7 N/A
RESID -0.1 N/A 4-0.2 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -168.OHZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
























2354 721470800 721471415 2354
OSS 62 PASS ?354 CL B-A CTDN ?03?44 GCF SOOL CPS N/A OSS LOOO
AOS OOY 147 LOS D3Y 147 TOTAL
SCHEDULED. 0800Z SCHEDULED 1415Z SCHEDJLED 6H 15M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1415Z ACTUAL 6H 15M







TOTAL AUTO 0 MANUAL ABORT
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A
ACTUAL 163.0 N/A 10.0
PREOIC 162.7 N/A 10.4





TRACK MO 1 HAY PAMGING NIL BIAS M/A R.U NOISE N/A RU



















OSS 62 PASS 2355 CL B-A CT3N 303344
r n M P t r'^ 1 1 ni r i LJ
r nMM A M nu unnfl -N u
T PI P MC T D V1 CL C ™c 1 n T
TPATK fNf:
AOS OOY 148 LOS DOY 148
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEOULEO
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL
ST XFR N/PZ RELEASE









TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT n
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8
RX 1 RX ? TCP A
ACTUAL 162.6 N/A 9.3
PREDIC 162.8 N/A 10.5





TRACK MO N/RWAY P.AMSING N/R BIAS N/R RU NOISE N/R R.U
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PASS
NO.
GMT-START GMT-END D A T A
DAY
PN6CEZ65679
2356 721490800 721491415 2356
OSS 62 PASS 2356 CL B-A CTDV, 303344 GCF SOOl CPS N/A OSS LOOO
:ONFIG
AOS OOY 149 LOS DDY 149 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1415Z SCHEDULED 6H 15M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 14I5Z ACTUAL 6H 15M





TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A
ACTUAL 162.3 N/A N/A
PREDIC 16?. 8 N/A N/A






TRACK MD N/AWAY RANGING M/A 31 AS N/A *.U NOISE N/A RJ
















2359 721511900 m520300 ??59
DSS 41 PASS 2359 CL F-8 CTDM 202244 GCF
AOS DOY 15! LOS DOY 152
S21F CPS N/A DSS FOOD
TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1900Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 1900Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H OOM
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 0310Z DSS TIME 8H 10M
r OMM A M ri^, 1 ! n n ft : H EJ
T Fl PMP TD V1 Cl_ IT He 1 A T
TDAfl/ fMp1 ^ A !^ IV I 'N o
unM T TT OnLiiN 1 i J ?\
rriMMCMTc
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL
POWER N/AKW 3IT RATES 8
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A
ACTUAL 163.2 N/A 10.5
PREDIC 163.0 M/A 10.4






TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A
LGWR LGER BLRC BLFR
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
HZ EXP N/A HZ
PN6CEZ65697
2360 721521856 721530300 2360
DSS 41 PASS 2360 CL 8-B CTDN 303344 GCF S21F CPS N/A OSS FOOD
CONFIG
AOS DOY 152 LOS DHY 153 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1900Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED
ACTUAL 1856Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 0305Z DSS TIME
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANJAL
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES N/A MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B




A B O R T
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P A S S G i v T - S T A R T
TRACKING
MONITOR
PRFOTC 16'*.1 M/A 10.3 M/A
RES ID -0.1 N/A + 0.1 N/A
TRACK HD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A *U NOISE M/A ».U
OOP BIAS-272.38f.HZ C NOS 0.080HZ EXP N/A HZ
LGWR LGER BLRC RLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
DNF WAY NO COMMANDS
23oO 21530 SCO 721J3H15 2360
OSS 62 PASS 2360 CL 3-4 CTDM 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A OSS LOOU
CONFIG
AOS O'JY 15.3 LOS UOY 153 TOTAL
SChclHJLLD 08001 SCHEDULED 141bZ SCHEDULED 6H 15M
ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 1415Z ACTUAL 6H 15M
Sf XM< INi/KZ RELEASE 1415Z OSS TIME 6H 15M
CCMMANU
TOTAL 0 AUT'l 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
T ELE'-IETRY
PClA'EH N / A K / J BIT R A T E S 8 MMT
KX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 3
ACTUAL io2.5 ^/A 9.5 N/A
PRIUIC 16>..1 N/A 10.4 N/A
RESIO +0.6 N/A -0.9 M/A
T R A C K I N G
MONIFOR
CGI-iMtNTS
TRACK MO N / A W A Y KANGING .N/A (HAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU

















23 .1 7^15.31350 7 2 1 ^ 4 u 3 J C 2361
DSS 41 PASS 2361 CL H-'J CTDN 303344 GCF S21F CPS N/A OSS FOOO
C L* 1 ' I Ci <— — — - ._ L — ___ ___^__.^^ «. __
—
 — ^ «___^_^ — .— .____^-^_ _.» ______________
AOS UOY 153 LGS OUY Ib4 TOTAt
SChEDULEO 14UOZ SCHHUULEU 030JZ SCHEDULED 8H OOM
A C T U A L 13SOZ A C T U A L 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 10M






T O T A L AUTO MANUAL 0 ABORT
MMT
0
POivEi< iWAKVi [II T R A T E S 8
KX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
A C T U A L 163.5 N/A 10.4 N/A
P R E O I C 163.2 N/A 10.2 N/A
KESI iJ -0.3 N/A +0.2 N/A
T R A C K MO 1 HAY RANGING NIL fHAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
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PASS GMT-START GMT-END DATA
NO. DAY
PN6CFZ65705
2361 721540000 72154H15 2361
DSS 62 PASS 2361 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A OSS LOOO
CONFIG
ACS DCY 154 LOS DOY 154 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0800Z SCHEDULED 1415Z SCHEDULED 6H 15M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1415Z ACTUAL 6H 15M
ST XFR N/RZ RELEASE 1415Z OSS TIME 6H 15M
COMMAND •
TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
T ELEMETRY •
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 162.6 N/A 9.6 N/A
PRECIC 163.2 N/A 10.? N/A
RcSlL) + 0.6 N/A -0.7 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD N/AWAY RANGING N/A BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MONITOR
LGWK LGER 8LRC BLER
013 N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP M/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS :
MONITOR AND TRACKING CATA NOT AVAILABLE
PN6CFZ65710
2362 72155C800 721551415 2362
OSS 62 PASS 2362 CL 8-A CTON 303?44 GCF S2IL CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CGNFIG
ACS DOY 155 LOS DOY 155 TOTAL
SCHEDULED J800Z SCHEDULED 1415Z SCHEDULED 6H 15M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1415Z ACTUAL 6H 15M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 1425Z USS TIME 6H 25M
CCMMANU
TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BIT KATES 8 MMT
KX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP H
ACTUAL 16.?.9 N/A 9.5 N/A
PRSDIC 10.3.2 N/A 10.0 N/A
3ESID +0.3 N/A -0.5 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MO N/RHAY RANGING N/R BIAS N/R RU NOISE N/R RU
DCP BIAS N/R HZ C NOS N/R HZ EXP N/R HZ
MONI TOR
LGWR LGER BI.RC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
0925Z-1341Z NUMEROUS '^60 OUTAGES OR 3630.
PN6CFi65715
23o3 72156080U 721561415 2363
OSS 62 P A S S r-«63 CL B-A CTON 30T-!I44 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CCNFIG -
A05 OOY 156 LOS DOY 156 TOTAL
SCl-EUULcO J800Z SCHCQULEU 1415Z SCHEDULED 6H 15M
ACTUAL J800Z ACTUAL 1415Z ACTUAL 6H 15M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 14?OZ !JSS TIME 6H 20M
COMMAND
TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKv. HIT RATES 8
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
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PASS GUT-START GMT-KMD DATA
NO. DAY
ACTUAL 162.9 N/A 9.4 N/A
PREDIC 103.3 N/A 9.9 N/A
RESID +0.4 N/A -0.5 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK HO N / R W A Y RANGING N/R BIAS N/R RU NOISE N/R RU
OOP >3 IAS N/R HZ C NUS N/R HZ EXP N/R HZ
MGN I TOR
LGriR LGER Bl.RC BLER
DIS N/A 'N/A N/A N/A
TCP 'N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
i:5
2366 7215SU848 7215SJ3UO 2J66
OSS 41 PASS 236i> CL F-v3 CTDN 202244 GCF S21.F CPS . N/A OSS FOOO
CGiMFIG
ACS OOY 158 LOS OUY 15V TOTAL
SCHEDULED I 90UZ SCHEDULED U300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 1848Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 12M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 0300Z OSS TIME 8H 12M
COMMAND :
TOTAL J AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POKER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 9
ACTUAL 163.3 N/A 9.8 N/A
PRLCMC 163.5 N/A 9.7 N/A
;<ESIO «-0.2 N/A +D.1 N/A
TRACKING • ;
T R A C K MD 1 HAY RANGING NIL BUS N/A RU NOIS.F N/A RU
UCP 3 I A S -99.QfJ5HZ C NOS 0.070HZ EXP 0.050HZ
MCNIT3R :
LGWR LGER ULRC 3LF.K
DIS N/rt M/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
?255Z-? :«0 / tZ i "<tO DOWN, OH '4641
NO i GMMA.NS 1 -WAY
PN6CFZ65732
2367 7 2 I 5 9 1 8 ' J > 7 2 J 6 C C 3 u O ?"^67
OSS 41 P A S S 2357 CL b-6 CTDN 303344 GCF S2J1F CPS N/A DSS HOOJ
CCNFI Ci
AOS OUY 159 LOS DOY 160 T O T A L
SCHtlJULLU 1900Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
A C T U A L 1U92Z A C T U A L 0300Z ACTUAL 3H 03M
ST XFR N/RZ R E L E A S E 0300Z DSS TIMF. eJH 08M
COMMAND
TOTAL o AUTO o MANUAL o ABORT o
T E L E M E T R Y
P O w E S i \ i /AKw HIT R A T E S 8
RX 1 *X 2 TCP A TCP B
A C T U A L N/A N/A 10.1 N/A
P U E D I C 163.6 N/A 9.9 N/A
RES 10 M/A N/A 1-0.2 N/A
T R A C K I N G •
TKACK ;iO 1 WAY. R A N G I N G NIL 'J IAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
UCP b l A S N/A HI C :MOS i^J/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MCiM I fOR
LGwR LGci< tJLRC 3LER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP M/A •••!/.& N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
10b2Z-U300Z K A S E K G A I N CKANGEU DURING T K A C K CAUSED FAILURE OF
T £ M P t R A T : J R E C C N T H G L L E R . TFR-B01266 REFERS.
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PASS G M T - S T A R T GMT-ENO D A T A
NO. DAY
PN6CFZ657"<4
2367 7216JOSOO 7216C1430 2367
DSS 62 PASS 2367 CL b-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
Ct!NF I G
AOS DOY 160 LOS DOY 160 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 08UOZ SCHEDULED It'iOL SCHEDULED 6H 30M
ACTUAL )80 )Z ACTUAL 1430Z ACTUAL 6H 30M
ST XFR N / A Z R E L E A S E 1431Z OSS TIME 6H 31M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
P0«fc* N/AKW BIT RATES 8
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 8
ACTUAL 163.5 N/A 3.7 N/A
PREOIC 163.6 N/A 9.8 N/A
RES ID +0. 1 N/A -I.I N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MU 1 '4AY RANGING .NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP ill AS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MCN I TOR '-
LiiWR LGEK BLRC SLER
DIS N/R N/K N/R N/R




2368 721601654 721610300 2368
USS 41 PASS ?.'<68 CL 8-B CTDN 303344 &CF S21F CPS N/A DSS FOOO
CONFIG
ACS DOY 160 LOS OOY 161 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1900Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 1854Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 06M
ST XF!< N/KZ RELEASE 0304Z DSS TIME 8H 1OM
CCMMANu
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEHETRY
P O W E R M / A K w HIT R A T E S 8
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 8
A C T U A L 163.8 N/A 9.9 N/A
PREDIC 163.6 N/A 9.9 N/A
RESI i ) -0.2 N/A 0 N/A
TRACK ING :
TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
UUP 3 IAS N/A HZ C NC1S N/A HZ EXP 0.004HZ
MONITOR '
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER .
OIS M/A N/A N/A iM/A
TCP i\i/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS .
PN6CFZ65740
2368 721610630 721611100 2368
DSS S.2 P A S S 2363 CL b-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CUNFIG
AOS COY 161 LOS DOY 161 T O T A L
SCHEDULED 0630Z SCHEDULED I 1 OOZ SCHEDULED 4H 30M
A C T U A L J630Z ACTUAL 1200Z ACTUAL 4H 30M
ST XFR N/K Z R E L E A S E 1105Z OSS TIME 4H 35M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
T ELEMETRY '•
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP H
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PASS C H T - S T A R T GMT-cNO DATA
NC. CAY
A C T U A L 163.A N/A 10.0 N/A
P3E.OIC 163.6 N/A 10.0 N/A
K E S I O *0.2 N/A O.U .N/A
T R A C K I N G .
TRACK. tfD 1 WAY RANGING NIL UIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DGP H I A S - Ib&.OHZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
."ION I TOR
LGiJr! LGFK HLRC 3LFR
OiS N/A N/A M/A N/A
TCi> M/A N/A N/A M/A
CQf lMtNT S
P N 6 C F Z 6 b ? 4 6
2369 7 2 1 6 Z C 3 G O 721c>21V.iO 2369
t ) S S 62 P A S S 2369 CL fi-A C T O N 30334'* GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CCI-JFIG
AG'i GUY 162 LOS UOY 162 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 1430Z SCHEDULED 6H 30M
A C T U A L J300Z A C T U A L 1430Z ACTUAL 6H 30M
ST XFK N/K Z R E L E A S E l'«35Z OSS TI^E 6H 35M
CCf'MANU
T O T A L 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
T EL Er1t I RY
POrtC* Iii/AKw BIT R A T E S 8 MMT
KX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 8
ACTUAL N/A 163.7 N/A 9.3
P3LGIC N/A 16.^ .7 N/A 9.(>
RES ID N/A 0.0 N/A -0.1
TKACKING
TRACK ML) 1 WAY RANGING Nil BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A P.U
L.GP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
M C N I T O K
LGWR LGtK rtLRC BLEK
DIS N/K N/K N/K N/R
TCP N/R H/H iS/R N/R
CCMr t tNTS
PN6CFZ6:i731
2370 7?16"-C300 Ti !{;'•( 1 V* 0 ?WO
OSS o2 P A S S 2370 CL B-A CTDN 30334A GCF S21L CPS rg/A DSS LOOO
L. L' t>l n 1 >J — —L — —r- — —-— — — __ - — ____________. -____ ^——-. _ --. j_^^,^____^^ ., ___
AUS OOY )63 LOS UOY 163 TOTAL
schEDULciJ aaooz SCHEDULED i^3oz SCHHOULF.D &H 307
A C T U A L JoOOZ ACTUAL 1V30Z ACTUAL bH ?OM
ST XHR N/K Z R E L E A S E 143!>Z DSS TIME 6H 35M
CiJi«MAN!>
TOTAL 0 AUTO 'J MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POtJcR N / A K K BIT K A T E S 8 MMT
RX I RX ?. TCP A TCP H
A C T U A L N/A 163.o N/A 9.3
P R f O I C N/A 163.3 N/A 9.5
R E S I O N/A +0.2 N/A -0.2
T R A C K I N G
TSACK MD L WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N'/A RU NOISE N/A RU
UGP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ F.XP N/A HZ
MCN I TOR
LGWK LGtR bl.RC BLER
Li IS M/R N/R M/R N/R
TCP N/K N/R N/R N/R
CC^MENTS
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PASS GMT-STAKT GMT-ENO DATA
NO. DAY
PN6CFZ65757
2371 721640t30 721641045 2371
OSS 62 PASS ? 3 f l CL 6-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CONFIG
ACS DOY 164 LOS DOY 164 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0630Z SCHEDULED 10452 SCHEDULED 4H 15M
ACTUAL 0630Z ACTUAL 1045Z ACTUAL 4H 151
ST XFR N/R Z RELEASE 1050Z OSS TIME 4H ?OM
CCMMAND •
T O T A L 0 AUTO J MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 6
ACTUAL N/A 163.5 N/A 10.0
PRhOIC N/A 163.3 N/A 9.8
RESID N/A + 0.3 N/A +0.2
T Q A f* tf f MP „_ „._.__ _.
 r . — — ™ —_I ;>MwIN 1 IN\J — ^^^ ^^ ^^ —^__^ .^^ _^ ————————— — —— — — ^., —_
TRACK Ml) 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DCP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MONITOR •
LGrfR LGER BLRC QLtR
DIS M/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R M/R
COMMENTS
PN6CFZ65763
2373 721651353 72166031,0 2373
DSS 41 PASS ''.'IT* CL F-B CTDN 20224 GCF S21F CPS N/A DSS FOOO
CCNFIG
ACS OOY 165 LOS 00Y 166 TOTAL
SCHtJULEO 1900Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 1853Z ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 07?1
ST XFR N/RZ RELEASE O^OOZ DSS TIME 8H 07M
CCMMAND ;
TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 104.5 N/A 9.5 N/A
PRtDIC Io3.9 N/A 9.4 N/A
KESI ! ) -0.6 N/A +0.1 N/A
T R A C K ING
TRACK MO I WAY RANGING NONE B I A S N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP B I A S -10?.5 HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
KGNI TOR
LGWR I GER BLRC BLF.R
OIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS




2374 721661349 7 2 1 6 / 0 3 0 0 2374
USS 41 P.\SS 7374 CL 0-B CTON 303144 GCF S?U: CPS N/A DSS FOOO
CONFIG
AOS DOY 166 LOS DOY 167 T O T A I
SCHEDULED 1900Z SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED HH OOM
A C T U A L 1849Z A C T U A L 03JOZ ACTUAL 8H 11M
ST XP-R MCNtZ R E L E A S E 0308/1 :JSS TIME 8H 19M
CCHMAfvD
T O T A L 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT ()
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PASS GMT-STAKT GMT-EMD OATA
NC. DAY
T ELEMETRY
POWER N/AKw BIT RATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP TCP B
ACTUAL Id'*. I N/A 9.4 N/A
PSEUIC 163.9 N/A 9.4 N/A
kESIO -0.2 N/A 0.0 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MO 1 WAY RANGING NONEHIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DCP I3IAS -124 HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
}':ON I TOK
LGWK LGtR BLRC BLER
OIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A M/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
PN6CFZ65774
2375 72167184d 721630300 2375
DSS 41 PASS 2 3 / 5 CL C-L' CTI3N 303344 GCF S21K CPS N/A DSS FOOO
CONFIG
AQS i30Y Ifc7 LOS DQY 168 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 190GZ SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL 184BZ ACTUAL 0300Z ACTUAL 8H 12M
ST Xt-R N/R Z RELEASE G30SZ ;)SS TIME 8H 20M
COMMAND :
TOTAL J AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
PChER f j / A K W BIT R A T E S B MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
A C T U A L 164.1 N/A 9.3 N/A
P S C C I C 164.0 N/A 9.? N/A
i<£SIL i -0.1 N/A +0.1 N/A
T R A C K I N G
T R A C K Mj 1 *AY RANGING NONfcd lAS M/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP B I A S -152 HZ C NGS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MJNITQR
LiiwK LGEK RLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COP^NTS
PM6CFZ65779
2375 7.?l 63C6'JO .. 7 V 1 6 0 I 3 4 5 .??75
DSS 62 P A S S 2 3 7 S CL U-A C T D N 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
a "*M t I •'"" — ____«^__ —. |\ P | ^J «»-M_ -• n— . _iu -.- n _—_-«._ ^ _.^_.>^^_ ^ ^^^^.^ !, — ——-™. -,«, _u—, -nr — ^  __
ACS OOY 163 LUS OOY 160 TOTAL
SCheUULtD 06302 SCHEOULEO 1045Z SCHEDULED 4H 15M
ACTUAL 0630Z ACTUAL 1045Z ACTUAL 4H 15M
ST XFK MCNEZ RELEASE 1050Z OSS TIME 4H 50M
CCHMANL)
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 AbORT 0
TELtHE TRY
POis'EW. N / A K W BIT P.ATES 8 MMT
RX 1 RX V TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 164.3 N/A N/A 9.6
PRclrtC 1J4.0 N/A N/A -'.6
R E S I t J -Q.'t N/A. .M/A . 0.0
T R A C K I M G
T R A C K WO i i<AY HANGING NONEB1AS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
UCP .HAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
HCNITiJ f t
LJWK LGER BtRC BLER
OIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
rCf N/R N/R iM/« N/R
CCNMh-MTS
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PASS G M T - S T A R T GNT-END D A T A
NC. DAY
PN6CFZ65784
237 o 7 2 1 6 9 C O O O 721691430 2376
DSS 62 PASS 2376 CL U-A C T D N 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A D5S LOOO
CCNFIG
AnS CCY 169 LOS DOY 169 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 1430Z SCHEDULED 6H 30M
A C T U A L G800Z ACTUAL 1430Z ACTUAL 6H 30.M
ST XFR N/R Z R E L E A S E 1431Z OSS TIME 6H 31M
CCfMAMD
TCTAL 0 AUTU 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
•JQWER i \ ! /AKW BIT R A T E S 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL Ii4.7 N/A 9.0 N/A
P K E C I C 164.1 r-J/A 9.2 N/A
P.'eSIO -0.6 N/A -0.2 N/A
TRACKING
TkACK MD 1 n'AY RANGING NQNEHIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OCP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MOWI TOR
LGWR LGFR HLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A M/A
COMMENTS
PN6CFZe5739
2377 72170CaOO 7217CU30 2377
DSS 62 P A S S 2 3 7 7 CL H-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CGNFIG
ACS DUY 173 LUS iJOY 170 TOTAL
SCHEDULED J800Z SCHEDULED 1430Z SCHEDULED 6H 30M
ACTUAL 0800Z ACTUAL 1430Z ACTUAL 6H 30M
S" XHR N/R Z RELEASE 14^0Z OSS TIME 6H 30M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
PO«ER N / A K W BIT R A T E S 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP 3 TCP A
ACTUAL N/A 164.7 9.0 N/A
P R E C I C N/A 164.2 9.1 N/A
R E S I O M/A -0.5 -0.1 N/A
T R A C K I N G
TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NONEBIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DGP 3IAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MONI TOR
LGWR LGFR HLRC BLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R ,i/R
COMMENTS
NO COMf!Ai>JDS 1 WAY
PN6CFZ65795
2378 721710630 721711045 2378
DSS 62 P A S S 2378 CL B-A CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
C C N F I G
AOS DOY 171 LOS DOY 171 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0630Z SCHEDULED 1045Z SCHEDULED 4H 15M
ACTUAL 06'JUZ ACTUAL 1045Z ACTUAL 4H 15M
ST XFR N/R Z RELEASE 1045Z DSS TIME 4H 15M
CCMMANU
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BIT R A T E S 8 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
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P A S S GMT-STAR1 GMT-EMD D A T A
NC. DAY
A C T U A L 164.4 N/A 9.5 N/A
P K H U I C Io4.2 N/A 9.5 M/A
;<ESIO -0."' M/A 0.0 M/A
TiUC'K I MG
T R A C K ML) 1 WAY P.AMGING NONEiilAS M/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DCP IJ IAS -88. 0 HZ C NUS M/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MC.H I TGK
LGWK LC.F.R rtl.RC BLEK
01S N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N /A N /A N /A N /A
COMMENTS
PNOCFZ6S81G
2382 721750C30 7 j l 7 i i ; 0 4 b 2P32
DSS o? P A S S .^^t;? CL B-A CTiJM :-!033'»'f GCF S^IL CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CONFH; •
A US OUY I7'j LUS OOY 175 TOTAL
SChEUULt'J J630Z SCHEOULEIJ 1Q^5Z SCHEDULED 4H 15M
ACTUAL 0630,'. ACTJAL 1CK5Z ACTUAL <»H 15M
ST XfK M/t. Z RELEASE 1 047Z OSS TIME 4H 1 7M
CCMMAMD
TOTAL 0 AUTfi 0 MANUAL U ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
i'nwhP. N /AKX BIT R A T E S 8 MMT
RA i KX 2. TCP A - T C P B
A C T U A L N/A 16b.O N/A 9.A
Pk tL IC N/A 16'f.A N/A 9.:-i
P .ESID N/A -0.6 N/A *0.)
T R A C K I N G
T R A C K ML) 1 '.I'AY RANGING N I N E O I A S M/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP B I A S -?GO HZ C iM'JS M/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
M O N I T O R
Lu'«K LOEH 3LRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A 'N/A N/A
COMMENTS
PN6CFZC.IJ62S
2303 72176C300 721761430 23.13
DSS 62 P A S S '->."5c!3 CL 3-A CTUN ^O??^^ GCF S21L CPS N/A OSS LOOO
C O N F I G
ACS DGY 176 LOS UOY 176 TOTAL
SCHEJULEJ 0300Z.SCHEDULED 1430Z SCHEDULED 6H 30M
ACTUAL 0300Z ACTJAL 1430Z ACTUAL 6H 30M
ST XFR N/R Z KtLEASt 1430Z OSS TIME 6H 3UM
COMANO
 :
TOTAL M/A AUTO M/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
P O W E R IM/AKV* BIT R A T E S S MMT
fU 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP U
ACTUAL N/A 165.3 N/A 8.6
PRLLHC N/A lt>4.3 N/A ^.0
isESIL) N/A -0.8 N/A -0.'»
T R A C K I N G
T R A C K MU 1 rtAY RANGING NJNEBIAS N/A RU NOISE M/A RU
UOP B I A S IS/A HZ C MIS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MCNIITDR
LGWR LI..-EK BLRC BLER
DIS N/A M/A N/A N/A
I'CP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
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P A S S GMT-STAHT GMT-END DATA
NO, DAY
PN6CFZ658M
23ti4 721770800 721/71430 2384
OSS b2 P A S S 2384 CL 3-A CTON 3Lm44 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOGO
C CNF 1G
AQS COY 17/ LOS DOY 177 T O T A L
SCHEDULED J800Z SCHEDULED 14'<OZ SCHEDULED 6H 30M
ACTUAL 0803Z A C T U A L 1430Z ACTUAL 6H 30M
ST XFK f-l/R Z R E L E A S E 1430Z OSS TIME 6H 30M
COMMAND
T O T A L 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
T E L E M E T R Y
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 8 HMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 8
ACTUAL N/A ,165.'f N/A 3.6
PrtEDIC N/A 164.5 N/A 9.-0
^£3K) N/A -O.-J rg/A -0.4
T RACK ING
T R A C K MU 1 WAY RAI^GINO NO-MEOIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
UOP i i lAS -261 HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MUNI TOR
LGVJR LGER BLRC 3LER
DIS N/R N/P. N/R N/R




USS 62 P A S S 2339 CL 3-4 CTDN 303344 GCF S21L CPS N/A DSS LOOO
CCNFIG
ACS oar 182 LOS PHY 182 TOTAL
SCHEDULED U630Z SCHEDULED 1030Z SCHEDULED 4H OOM
ACTUAL Jo^OZ ACTUAL 1030Z ACTUAL 4H OOM
ST XFR -J/R Z KELcASt 1030Z OSS TIME AH OOM
CCMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
PU'.vCK N /AKK BIT R A T E S 8 M?1T
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A 165.2 N/A 3.6
."REJIG N/A 164.8 N/A J.9
XESIO N/A -0.4 N/A -J.3
T SACK ING
TRACK MO 1 WAY RANGING N/A 3IAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DO? 3 IAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MONITOR
LGrtR LGE* HLKC SLER
,HS N/R N/R N/P. N'/R
TCI-1 N/R M/R N/R N/R
C O M M E N T S
0 / 2 8 Z - 0 7 3 6 Z 360 DO.iM RtF O R ' S . D-0273 AND 3732.
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C. PIONEER 7.
Pass 1786, July 7, 1971 (Day 188)
DSS 14 AOS 188/1522; LOS 188/1830.
GOE pass with 7 commands transmitted.
Pass 1804, July 25, 1971 (Day 206)
DSS 14 AOS 206/1420; LOS 206/1520.
GOE pass .
Pass 1817, August 7, 1971 (Day 219)
DSS 14 AOS 219/2227; LOS 220/0130.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. No solid TCP lock throughout
pass.
Pass 1842, September 1, 1971 (Day 244)
DSS 14 AOS 244/2319; LOS 245/0020.
GOE pass. Signal very noisy, no TCP lock throughout pass (solar
occultation).
Pass 1844, September 3, 1971 (Day 246)
DSS 14 AOS 246/2034; LOS 246/2230.
GOE pass. Receiver in lock for 75 percent of the pass (solar occultation).
Pass 1845, September 4, 1971 (Day 247)
DSS 14 AOS 247/2007; LOS 248/0030.
GOE pass. Receiver in lock 60 to 70 percent of the pass (solar occultation).
Pass 1846, September 5, 1971 (Day 248)
DSS 14 AOS 248/2055; LOS 249/0141.
GOE pass. Receiver in lock 70 percent of the pass. No telemetry data sent
in real time (solar occultation).
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Pass 1852, September 11, 1971 (Day 254)
DSS 14 AOS 254/1821; LOS 254/2315.
Polarization data pass for solar occultation. No telemetry data.
Pass 1853, September 12, 1971 (Day 255)
DSS 14 AOS 255/1930; LOS 255/2215.
Polarization data pass for solar occultation. No telemetry data.
Pass 1854, September 13, 1971 (Day 256)
DSS 14 AOS 255/1930; LOS 256/2345.
Polarization data pass for solar occultation. No telemetry data.
Pass 1889, October 18, 1971 (Day 291)
DSS 14 AOS 291/1749; LOS 291/1900.
GOE pass with no commands. Unable to acquire spacecraft due to high
SNT from the sun.
Pass 1891, October 20, 1971 (Day 293)
DSS 14 AOS 293/1628; LOS 293/2330.
GOE pass with no commands. Superior conjunction with sun. No receiver
lock and no telemetry data on Faraday Rotation experiment.
Pass 1893, October 22, 1971 (Day 295)
DSS 14 AOS 295/1830; LOS 296/0000.
GOE pass with no commands. Faraday Rotation experiment.
Pass 1898, October 27, 1971 (Day 300)
DSS 14 AOS 300/1443; LOS 300/2030.
GOE pass with no commands. Faraday Rotation experiment.
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Pass 1900, October 29, 1971 (Day 302)
DSS 14 AOS 302/1827; LOS 302/2230.
GOE pass with no commands.
Pass 1907, November 5, 1971 (Day 309)
DSS 14 AOS 309/1745; LOS 309/2230.
GOE pass with no commands transmitted. Station unable to get RCV lock
due to high system temperature.
D. PIONEER 8.
Pass 1298, July 2, 1971 (Day 183)
DSS 14 AOS 183/1900; LOS 183/2200.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. Doppler counter was periodically
resetting itself (Ref . DR-01288).
Pass 1304, July 8, 1971 (Day 189)
DSS 14 AOS 189/1835; LOS 189/2200.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1308, July 12, 1971 (Day 193)
DSS 14 AOS 193/1751; LOS 193/2100.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1312, July 16, 1971 (Day 197)
DSS 14 AOS 197/1751; LOS 197/2100.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1317, July 21, 1971 (Day 202)
DSS 14 AOS 202/1909; LOS 202/2000.
GOE pass.
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Pass 1328, August 2, 1971 (Day 214)
DSS 14 AOS 214/0105; LOS 214/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1330, August 4, 1971 (Day 216)
DSS 14 AOS 216/0109; LOS 216/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1331, August 5, 1971 (Day 217)
DSS 14 AOS 217/0106; LOS 217/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1333, August 7. 1971 (Day 219)
DSS 14 AOS 219/0104; LOS 219/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1334, August 8, 1971 (Day 220)
DSS 14 AOS 220/0157; LOS 220/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1335, August 9, 1971 (Day 221)
DSS 14 AOS 221/0133; LOS 221/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1336, August 10, 1971 (Day 222)
DSS 14 AOS 222/0046; LOS 222/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1338, August 12, 1971 (Day 224)
DSS 14 AOS 224/0145; LOS 224/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
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Pass 1339, August 13, 1971 (Day 225)
DSS 14 AOS 225/0139; LOS 225/0402.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1341, August 15, 1971 (Day 227)
DSS 14 AOS 227/0040; LOS 227/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1342, August 16, 1971 (Day 228)
DSS 14 AOS 228/0034; LOS 228/0400.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1343, August 17. 1971 (Day 229)
DSS 14 AOS 229/0139; LOS 229/0400.
GOE pass with ] command transmitted.
Pass 1362, September 5, 1971 (Day 248)
DSS 14 AOS 248/0036; LOS 248/0358.
GOE pass with 4 commands transmitted.
Pass 1370, September 12, 1971 (Day 255)
DSS 14 AOS 255/2307; LOS 256/0100.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1371, September 14, 1971 (Day 257)
DSS 14 AOS 257/0015; LOS 257/0346.
GOE pass with 3 commands transmitted. Doppler resolver not counting
properly (Ref. DR-1398).
Pass 1383, September 25, 1971 (Day 268)
DSS 14 AOS 268/2220; LOS 269/0200.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. Numerous TCP glitches and
excessive TCP I/O lock throughout pass (DR-1423).
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Pass 1397, October 9, 1971 (Day 282)
DSS 14 AOS 282/2217; LOS 283/0200.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted. SNR residual exceeded allowable
tolerance of + 1. 0 db (Ref. DR T-15).
Pass 1406, October 18, 1971 (Day 291)
DSS 14 AOS 291/2240; LOS 292/0200.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1408, October 20, 1971 (Day 293)
DSS 14 AOS 293/2338; LOS 294/0200.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
Pass 1410, October 22, 1971 (Day 295)
DSS 14 AOS 295/0030; LOS 295/0200.
GOE pass with no commands transmitted.
Pass 1423, November 4, 1971 (Day 308)
DSS 14 AOS 308/2135; LOS 309/0100.
GOE pass with 1 command transmitted.
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P A S S GMT-START GMT-ENO D A T A
NO. DAY
PN8CEZ65617
1621 721421723 721430530 1621
DSS 14 PASS 1621 CL H-A CTDN 282214 GCF SHOO CPS N/A OSS D?00
CONFIG .
AOS DOY 141 LflS OOY 142 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 172?Z SCHEDULED 0537Z SCHEDULED 1?H 14M
ACTUAL 1723Z A C T U A L 0530Z ACTUAL 12H 07M
ST XFR N/AZ R E L E A S E 0530Z DSS TI^F 12H 07M
COMMAND
TOTAL 7 AUTO 0 MANUAL 7 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER IOKW BIT RATES 8 G3E
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP P
ACTUAL 161.A N/A 8.6 N/A
PREDIC 160.4 N/A 10.2 N/A
RESID -1.0 N/ft -1.6 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS -0.130HZ C NOS 0.003HZ EXP 0.004HZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGFR BLRC 8LER
DIS M/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
PN8CFZ65618
1622 721421627 721430530 1622
DSS 14 PASS 1622 CL E-A CTDN 202214 GCF S20D CPS N/A DSS D200
:ONFIG
AOS DOY 142 LtlS DOY 143 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1623Z SCHEDULED 0536Z SCHEDULED 13H 13M
ACTUAL 1627Z ACTUAL 0530Z ACTUAL 1?H 03M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 0600Z DSS TIME 13H 33M
COMMAND
TOTAL 3 AUTO 0 MANUAL 3 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER IOKW BIT RATES 16 GOE
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 160.9 N/A 8.8 N/A
PREDIC 160.4 N/A 10.2 N/A
RESID -0.5 N/A -1.4 N/A
T R A C K I N G
TRACK MD ? WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A *U NOISE N/A RU
OOP B IAS -0.149HZ C NOS 0.004HZ EXP 0.004HZ
M O N I T O R
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
1642Z-1702I OSS 14«S TRANSMITTER DOWN, CABLE PROBLEM. DP T-2064
PMBCEZ65637
1623 721441637 721450530 1623
DSS 14 PASS 1623 CL F-A CTDN 332214 GCF S200 CPS N/A DSS D200
CONFIG
AOS DOY 143 LOS OOY 144 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1624Z SCHEDULED 0536Z SCHEDULED I?H 12M
ACTUAL 1637Z ACTUAL 0530Z ACTUAL 12H 53M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 0530Z DSS TIME 12H 53M
COMMAND
TOTAL 3 AUTO 0 MANUAL 3 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER IOKW BIT RATES 16 GOE
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B





















































1750Z-1808Z T R A C K I N G MK9
1940Z-1956Z T R A C K I N G MM9
PN8CEZ65648
721441626 721450530 1624
DSS 14 P A S S 1624 CL E-A CT3N 202214 GCF S20D CPS N/A OSS D200
CONFIG -----------------------------------------------------
AOS OOY 144 LOS DOY 145 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1625Z SCHEDULED 0536Z SCHEDULED 10H 11M
ACTUAL 1626Z A C T U A L 0530Z ACTUAL 13H 04M
ST XFR N /AZ R E L E A S E 0530Z DSS TIME 13H 04M
uurrna nu
TOTAL 2 AUTH 0 MANUAL 2 ABORT 0
POWER 10KW BIT RATES
RX 1 RX 2 TCP























NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
















PASS 1625 CL F-A CTDN 382214 GCF S40D CPS N/A DSS D200
AOS DOY 145 LDS DOY 146 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1625Z SCHEDULED 0536Z SCHEDULED 13H 11M
ACTUAL 16?5Z ACTUAL 0536Z ACTUAL 1?H MM





TOTAL AUTO MANUAL ABORT
POWER 10KW BIT RATES 16
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A
ACTUAL 160.8 N/A 9/3
PREDIC 160.4 N/A 10.1





TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISF N/A RU
















TWO WAY 1705Z-0531Z. COMMANDS AT 1712Z.










PASS 1633 CL NAA CTON N/A GCP N/A CPS N/A OSS N/A
AOS OQY 174 LI1S OOY 174 TOTAL
SCHtDULED K/T I SCHEDULED R/T Z SCHEDULED H M
ACTUAL 0349Z ACTUAL 0430Z ACTUAL 1H 41M
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 0440Z OSS TIME 1H 51M
CCMMANU
T O T A L AUTO 0 MANUAL ABORT
POWER N/AKVJ
RX 1
A C T U A L 169.0
PKi fOIC 168.7

















M O N I T O R
COMMENT
REAL T IME TURN AROUND FROM PN-1 0
N:) VALID SNR
TWO N FRAMES OF DATA RETRIEVED
TRACK MO 1 WAY RANGING NUNE3IAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
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E0 PIONEER 9.
Pass 967, July 2, 1971 (Day 183)
DSS 14 AOS 183/1523; LOS 183/1830.
GOE pass with 8 commands transmitted.
Pass 970, July 5, 1971 (Day 186)
DSS 14 AOS 186/1525; LOS 186/1830.
GOE pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 971, July 6, 1971 (Day 187)
DSS 14 AOS 187/1520; LOS 187/1930.
GOE pass with 19 commands transmitted. Comm processor faulted twice,
1648 to 1654 and 1855 to 1908, real-time data loss (Ref . DR-2836); doppler
counter was resetting and resolver repeating, open DRs on both.
Pass 972, July 7, 1971 (Day 188)
DSS 14 AOS 188/1834; LOS 188/2200.
GOE pass with 6 commands transmitted. Comm processor B faulted at
2138; switched to comm processor A; real-time loss of 7 minutes of
engineering and 12 minutes of science telemetry (Ref . DR-2851).
Pass 973, July 8, 1971 (Day 189)
DSS 14 AOS 189/1520; LOS 189/1830.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted. Bit error rate high throughout
the pass.
Pass 975, Ju ly 10, 1971 (Day 191)
DSS 14 AOS 191/1533; LOS 191/1930.
GOE pass with 15 commands transmitted.
Pass 977, Ju ly 12, 1971 (Day 193)
DSS 14 AOS 193/1429; LOS 193/1730.
GOE pass with 8 commands transmitted.
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Pass 978, July 13, 1971 (Day 194)
DSS 14 AOS 194/1544; LOS 194/2100.
GOE pass with 13 commands transmitted.
Pass 980. July 15, 1971 (Day 196)
DSS 14 AOS 196/1531; LOS 196/2100.
GOE pass with 14 commands transmitted.
Pass 981, July 16, 1971 (Day 197)
DSS 14 AOS 197/1424; LOS 197/1730.
GOE pass with 2 commands transmitted. TDH was bad from 1425 to 1730;
WS-178 was removed while performing data condition verification test
causing data condition code to appear bad (Ref . DR-01302) .
Pass 984, July 19, 1971 (Day 200)
DSS 14 AOS 200/1421; LOS 200/1808.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 985, July 20, 1971 (Day 201)
DSS 14 AOS 201/1419; LOS 201/1700.
GOE pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 986, July 21. 1971 (Day 202)
DSS 14 AOS 202/1442; LOS 202/1900.
GOE pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 989, Ju ly 24, 1971 (Day 205)
DSS 14 AOS 206/1425; LOS 205/1750.
GOE pass with 9 commands transmitted.
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Pass 990, July 25, 1971 (Day 206)
DSS 14 AOS 206/1526; LOS 206/2000.
GOE pass with 12 commands transmitted.
Pass 999, August 3, 1971 (Day 215)
DSS 14 AOS 215/2228; LOS 216/0100.
GOE pass with 6 commands transmitted.
Pass 1000, August 4, 1971 (Day 216)
DSS 14 AOS 216/2226; LOS 217/0100.
GOE pass with 4 commands transmitted.
Pass 1002, August 6, 1971 (Day 218)
DSS 14 AOS 218/2230; LOS 219/0100.
GOE pass with 8 commands transmitted.
Pass 1004, August 8. 1971 (Day 220)
DSS 14 AOS 220/2229; LOS 221/0100.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 1005, August 9. 1971 (Day 221)
DSS 14 AOS 221/2130; LOS 222/0030.
GOE pass with 7 commands transmitted. Command error in GOE at
2329Z. The five subsequent commands were delayed 3 minutes each (Ref .
DR-01337).
Pass 1007, August 11, 1971 (Day 223)
DSS 14 AOS 223/2128; LOS 224/0130.
GOE pass with 8 commands transmitted. Numerous receiver glitches and
dynamic AGC fluctuating, reason unknown (Ref . DR-1341). Cable on BCD
line from DTS shorted to ground stopping TDK sampling (Ref . DR-1342).
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Pass 1008, August 12, 1971 (Day 224)
DSS 14 AOS 224/2115; LOS 225/0130.
GOE pass with 11 commands transmitted. Station experienced receiver
glitching from 2245 to 2250 because of 3 Hertz filter problems (Ref.
DR-1344). Approximately 5 minutes of data lost. Command 104 aborted
at 0006, retransmitted successfully at 0008, cause not determined in real
time (Ref. DR-1345).
Pass 1010. August 14, 1971 (Day 226)
DSS 14 AOS 226/2125; LOS 227/0030.
GOE pass with 7 commands transmitted.
Pass 1011, August 15, 1971 (Day 227)
DSS 14 AOS 227/2119; LOS 228/0030.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted.
Pass 1012, August 16. 1971 (Day 228)
DSS 14 AOS 228/2125; LOS 229/0130.
GOE pass with 10 commands transmitted. Doppler reset at 0126, station
dropped lock (Ref. DR-01350).
Pass 1028, September 1, 1971 (Day 244)
DSS 14 AOS 244/0027; LOS 244/0200.
GOE pass.
Pass 1029, September 2, 1971 (Day 245)
DSS 14 AOS 245/1531; LOS 246/0146.
GOE pass with 9 commands transmitted. Signal level down to -168 dbm at
1720Z, corrected .080 deg offset in elevation, (Ref . DR-0272) . Low signal
level throughout pass due to quick call up for solar flare coverage (Ref .
DR-0273). Track broken from 1930 to 2017Z to track Pioneer 7.
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Pass 1030, September 3, 1971 (Day 246)
DSS 14 AOS 246/1526; LOS 247/0230.
GOE pass with 14 commands transmitted. Track broken to track Pioneer 7
from 2030 to 2235Z.
Pass 1031, September 4, 1971 (Day 247)
DSS 14 AOS 247/1528; LOS 247/2000.
GOE pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 1038, September 12, 1971 (Day 255)
DSS 14 AOS 255/0002; LOS 255/0222.
GOE pass with 4 commands transmitted.
Pass 1052, September 25, 1971 (Day 268)
DSS 14 AOS 268/1900; LOS 268/2215.
GOE pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 1063, October 6, 1971 (Day 279)
DSS 14 AOS 279/1919; LOS 279/2400.
GOE pass with 5 commands transmitted. AOS delayed by GOE problem.
Unable to lock on 16 bit coded data until 1940, problem in MDE patchboard
(Ref . DR-01454). Lost transmitter at 2211 due to power failure. Motor
generators and transmitter backup at 2225 (Ref . DR-01457).
Pass 1064, October 7, 1971 (Day 280)
DSS 14 AOS 280/1857; LOS 281/0000.
GOE pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 1066, October 9, 1971 (Day 282)
DSS 14 AOS 282/1859; LOS 282/2215.
GOE pass with 7 commands transmitted.
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Pass 1075, October 18, 1971 (Day 291)
DSS 14 AOS 291/1910; LOS 291/2230.
GOE pass with 7 commands transmitted. Station was unable to lock TCPs
to S/C or format generator. Computer buffer change corrected the
problem (Ref. DR-1492).
Pass 1084, October 27, 1971 (Day 300)
DSS 14 AOS 300/2059; LOS 300/2245.
GOE pass with 2 commands transmitted.
Pass 1089, November 1, 1971 (Day 305)
DSS 14 AOS 305/2140; LOS 306/0100.
GOE pass with 7 commands transmitted. No pseudo residuals after 2254
due to all queued messages being sent at one time. Word frame synch
synchronization problem possible due to demodulator cabl«. TCP reloaded
(Ref. DR-1511).
Pass 1093, November 5, 1971 (Day 309)
DSS 14 AOS 309/2247; LOS 310/0200.
GOE pass with 7 commands transmitted. Signal to noise ratio and down-
link residuals exceeded allowable tolerance of ±1. 0 HB (DR T-29) . TCP
would not maintain lock from 2259 to 2332. (Hanged computer b u f f e r at
GOE to maintain lock for remainder of pass ( R e f . DR -1 5 2 3 ) ) .
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PASS GMT-START GMT-END D A T A
NO. DAY
PN9CDZ65447
1257 721C90100 721090352 1257
DSS 12 PASS 1257 CL B- CTON N/A GCF S20B CPS N/A DSS B200
CDNF I G -.J-—U-H-—— . — — -T—• -.V-. IT- — — -!--! - ---_.
 L_L J. _^ . - _l_l JJ_ _„ —-_—_• ~. -U. -.
AOS OOY 109 LOS OOY 109 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0100Z SCHEDULED 0430Z SCHEDULED 3H 30M
ACTUAL 0100Z ACTUAL 0352Z ACTUAL 2H 52M
ST XFR N/RZ RELEASE 0352Z OSS TIME 2H 52M
m MM A wn - _ -..._ - -r — — — — __ - -.--.._ — -u- _—--._ _—-^. _.^ _ _,.-—— _ _CL. nrl AixU - — ———— — — —— -~ T- — ~" ~~— —~" —
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TplCMCTDV -•.—— —._— — — M--*- -i— - — -r.— -- -.- JT-T-T-TLI^. - — -.-.-.—._.-—— — _—.— - — — ^ -^_^
POWER OKW BIT RATES 8 CODED GOE
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL N/A -172.7 OFFCHART N/A
PREDIC N/A -169.5 N/A N/A
RESID N/A - -2.7 N/A N/A
To AC* K T Nf -*--*• •"•-—•• J-—i -nr n —••—-— L — j..- ._i_ - .j — .- -._ __ _ _ ... . _. • —__ T-•-_•-•-. _i_
TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/ARU
OOP BIAS N/AHZ C NOS N/AHZ EXP .006HZ
--. rr—, m--— - ' - - — _f-|~. _- 1 --»m .--— -——,,^ --. . ,— -r -^ -— -—— — — —. — -_—.—*——.—— *—.—-. .—— ___—,—__.,___
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
MCMTC _ .lrlC('i 1 J •""""""•""•"*""" -1- —---Tr—-—1—•*•———^-------————»— ™ —,«..——L—.™_——_«-^——^™_—.
PN9CDZ65452
1258 721100100 721100324 1258
DSS 12 PASS 1258 CL B- CTDN N/A GCF S20B CPS N/A DSS B200
f*flMC T C , i. -— — L.., » j_-—-r.•-—.— — j^ »- — -i ™_—™ —_»_„-«_ _-» _—\xUiir 40 — . ™— —». ••^"^——-^ —————————. —
AOS DOY 110 LOS DOY 110 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0100Z SCHEDULED 0430Z SCHEDULED 3H 30M
ACTUAL 0100Z ACTUAL 0324Z ACTUAL 2H 24M
ST XFR N/RZ RELEASE 0324Z DSS TIME 2H 24M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TCI C U£ TQ V
 L^ _^^ _ -r_-..—^_—_- — — — _- - n- ^ __|_ - r. -__L -TTT «_ •_—.— —. -—.—j--—- — —_ —1 CL> ™C l f \T - • -"-'T™— — " ™" -LJU-— —I — -. ~1T -_ _1_ —  -_HJT- 
POWER OKW BIT RATES 8
RX i RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PREDIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESID N/A N/A N/A N/A
TRACK ING "- - -"~ * "~~"—-—-"" ™ —————————————————^—-——»—.— -„,. — -._—_—___r—_
TRACK NO 1WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/ARU
OOP BIAS N/AHZ C NOS N/AHZ EXP .006HZ
MOMf TnD ._^__„. ^_ — — — - _, » .^. — -L . __ . _ . _-_.._
nUlY 1 t \Jt\ — ^^ u-™. — — — —— -L ' - -i -r • . — -•— •- — — -» —— —
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
PN9JEZ65573
1283 721350020 721350300 1283
OSS 12 PASS 1283 CL B- CTDN 303314 GCF S20B CPS N/A OSS B'OO
CONFIS
AOS OriY 134 LOS DOY 134 THTAL
SCHEDULED 0001Z SCHEDULED O^OOZ SCHEDULED 3H OOM
ACTUAL N /AZ A C T U A L D300Z A C T U A L N/f tH M
ST XFR N/RZ R E L E A S E 0300Z OSS TIME 03H OOM
COMMAND
TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
POWER 13KW PIT RATES 8
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP R
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PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO DATA
NO, DAY
ACTUAL N/A VA N/A N/A
PREDIC 169,4 M/A 2.1 N/A
RESID N/A N/A. N/A N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MO 1,2WAY RANGING MIL BIAS N/A 3J NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS N/A HZ C MOS N/A HZ FXP 0.004HZ
MHNITOR
t.GWP. LGER ,R|. RC RLE?
DIS VI/A M/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
C A B L E P R O B L E M ON TCP "A" C A U S E D I N A B I L I T Y T^ O B T A I N LOCK.
DP T-2044. REFERS.
P N 9 C E Z A 5 5 8 0
1284 721350000 721350300 1284
OSS 12 PASS 1234 CL B- CON 30331^ GCF S20P CPS N/A OSS 8203
:ONFIG . :
AOS HOY 135 L3S DHY 135 - TOTAL
SCHEDULED OOOOZ SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 3H M
ACTUAL N/AZ ACTUAL N/AZ ACTUAL H M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE OllOZ DSS TI»E OH 10M
COMMAND . :
TOTAL N/A AlJT-i M/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
POWER N/AKW BTT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRFDIC N/A M/A N/A N/A
RESID N/A N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MO N/AWAY RANGING N/A BIAS N/A *U NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS N/A HZ C MOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MDNIT3R : •
LGWR LGEP. 3LRC RL ER
DIS N/A ,N/A N/A N/A
TCP VA M/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
OI10Z STATION RELEASED TH ALL3W CORRECT. OF MASER CONTAMINATION
DP, T-2046 REFERS.
PN9CEZ65593
1286 7?.l 380001 771^80300 1286
DSS 12 PASS 1236 CL *- CT3N 303314 GCF S20B CPS N/A OSS B200
-ONFIS
AOS OOY 138 LOS DOY 138 TOTAL
SCHEDULED OOOOZ SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEOJLFD 3H OOM
ACTUAL 0001Z ACTJAL 0300Z ACTUAL ?H 59M
ST XFR N/RZ RELEASE 0330Z OSS TIME 2H 59M
COMMAND
TOTAL 1 AUTO 0 MANUAL 1 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY •
POWER 10KW BIT RATES 8
PX 1 RX ?. TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A 169.6 N/A • 1.0
PREOIC N/A 169.3 N/A 1.7
RESID N/A -0.3 N/A -0.7
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS N/A HZ. C NOS N/A HZ EXP 0.004HZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGFR BUC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A M/A M/A N/A
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paSS GMT-START GMT-ENO DATA
NO. DAY
COMMEMTS ----------------------------------------------------
0001Z-0016Z UNABLE TO LOCK U" TCP "8" DR T-2051 REFERS
PN9CEZ65602
1287 721382350 721390300 1287
OSS 12 PASS 1287 CL B- CT[)N 303444 GCF S20B CPS N/A OSS B200
CONFIG ---------------------------------------------------
AOS DOY 139 LDS D3Y 140 TOTAL
SCHEDULED OOOOZ SCHEDULED 0300Z SCHEDULED 3H OOM
ACTUAL 2350Z ACTJAL 0?OOZ ACTUAL *H 10M
ST XFR 2350Z RELEASE 0300Z DSS TIME 3H 10M
COMMAND ----- --------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 1 AUTO 0 MANUAL 1 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ------------------------------------------------------
POWER 10KH BIT RATES 8 CODED GOE
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 169.4 N/A 0.6 N/A
PRFDIC 169.? N/A 1.7 N/A
RESID -0.1 N/4 -1.1 N/A
TRACKING ------------------------ -----------------------------
TRACK MO 2 HAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A *U NOISE N/A RU
DCP BIAS -0.6HZ C NOS 0.011HZ FXP 0.004HZ
MONITOR -----------------------------------------------------
LGWR I.GER 8LRC BLER
DIS M/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A V/A N/A
COMMENTS -----------------------------------------------------
0103Z-0113Z 360 "B" DOWNt W A R M IPL OR 3567
0134Z-OI55Z ^60 "B" DOWN, R E S T A R T R.T. JOB STEP DR 3574
PM9CEZ65609
1288 721392152 721400450 1288
DSS 12 PSSS 1288 Ct B-B C T Q N ?03?l4 GCF S20B CPS N/A DSS B200
CONFIG
AOS DOY 139 LOS DOY 140 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 2200Z SCHEDULED 0500Z SCHEDULED 7H OOM
ACTUAL 2152Z ACTUAL 0450Z ACTUAL 6H 56M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 0455Z OSS T T M E 7H 01M
COMMAND
TOTAL 1 AUTO 0 MANUAL 1 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER 10KW BIT RATES 8 COOEO GOF
RX 1 PX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 169.1 N/A 1.9 N/A
PREOIC 169.2 N/A N/G N/*.
RFSIO +0.1 *J/A N/A N/A
TRACKING
T R A C K MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A n.u NOISF N/A RJ
OOP BIAS -0.69HZ C NOS 0.006HZ FXP 3.005HZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGFR BLRC BLER
DIS WR N/R M/R N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
2313Z-2326Z 360 DOWN OR 3580
0230Z-0243Z 360 DOWN DR 3581
PM9CEZ65616
1289 721401702 721410457 12R9
OSS 12 PASS 1289 CL B-P CTPN 303314 3C.F S20B CPS N/A DSS B200
CONFIS :
AOS DOY 140 LOS OOY 141 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1600Z SCHEDULED 0500Z SCHEDULED 13H OOM
ACTUAL 170?Z ACTUAL 0457Z ACTUAL 11H 55M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 0457Z OSS TI«E UH 55M
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PASS GMT-START GMT-END " DATA
NO. DAY
COMMAND
TOTAL 1 AUTO 0 MANUAL 1 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER 10KW BIT PATES 8 CODEO SUE
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL. N/A N/A 1.4 N/A
PRFDIC N/A N/A ?.? M/A
RESIO N/A N/A -O.B N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD •> WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A ?U NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS 2.57RHZ C NOS 0.008HZ FXP 0.004HZ
MONIT3R
LGWR LGFR BLRC BLER
OIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/P N/R N/R
COMMENTS
2035Z-20447. 360 DOWN W A R M I PL W A R M R E S T A R T DR 3979
??53Z-0012Z OSN X M T S NOT UPDATING MO OR.
L A T E AOS DUE TO SCHEDULING E R R D R AND RAD P R E D I C T S DR N-0211
PN9CEZ65628
1290 771411630 7?.1 420456 1 290
DSS 12 P A S S 1290 CL R-3 C T 3 N 303314 3CF S20B CPS N/A DSS P200
CQNFir,
AOS UOY 141 I OS OOY 142 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1628Z SCHEDULED 0500Z SCHEDULED 13H OOM
ACTUAL 1630Z ACTUAL 0456Z ACTUAL 1?H ?6M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 04'59Z DSS TIME 12H 29M
COMMAND . "
TOTAL 1 AUTO 0 MANUAL I ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
P O W E R 10KW BIT R A T E S 8 CODED M.MT
RX 1 RX ? TCP A TCP R
ACTUAL 169.7 N/A 1.4 N/A
PREIHC 168.7 M/A 1.5 N/A
R F S I O -1.0 N/A -0.1 N/A
T R A C K I N G
T R A C K MD 2 WAY PANGING NIL B I A S M/A RU MO!SE N/A *U
DOP B I A S 2.597HZ C NOS 0.004HZ EXP 0.004HZ
M O N I T O R
LGWR LGER BUC BLER
OIS N/R N/R N/P. N/R
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
PM9CEZ65634
1291 721421623 721430455 12<U
OSS 1? PASS 1?9I CL B-P C.TON 303314 GCF S20B CPS M/A OSS B200
CONFIG
AOS DOY 142 L?S D?Y 14'< TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1620Z SCHEDULED 0500Z SCHEDULED 12H 40M
ACTUAL 1628Z ACTUAL 0455Z ACTUAL 12H 27,M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 0455Z DSS TfMc i?H 27M
COMMAND
TOTAL 1 AUTO Q MANUAL 1 A30RT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER 10KW PIT RATES 8 COOED GOE
RX I PX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 163.6 N/A 1.7 N/A
PRE-01 C 168.7 M/A 1.5 M/A
RF:SID +0.1 N/A N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 HAY RANGING NIL B I A S N/A »U N^ISF N/A RU
DOP O.IAS ?.600HZ C NOS O.OOkHZ EX" 9.005HZ
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P A S S GMT-START GMT-END D A T A
NO. DAY
MONITDR
LGWR LOFP. BI.RC BLTR
OIS N/A N/A N/A M/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
PN9CEZ656?8
1292 721431628 721440457 1292
OSS 12 PASS 1292 CL B-B CTDN ?0^14 GCF SOOB CPS N/A OSS *000
:ONFI3 --
AOS OCIY 143 LOS OOY 144 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1620Z SCHEDULED 0500Z SCHEDULED 1 ^H COM
ACTUAL 1623Z ACTUAL 3457Z ACTUAL 12H 2<»M
ST XFR N/AZ RELEASE 0457Z OSS TIME 12H 29M
COMMAND
TOTAL 1 AUTO 0 MANUAL 1 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER 13KW PIT RATES 8 CODED GTE
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP R
ACTUAL 168.7 M/A 0.9 N/A
PREDIC 168.6 M/A 1.6 N/A
RESID -0.1 M/A -0.7 N/ft
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 HAY RANGING NIL BUS M/A *U NOISF. N/A RU
DOP BIAS 2.591HZ C NOS 0.004HZ EXP 0.005HZ
MONITOR :
LGWP LGER BL*C BLEP
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A M/A M/A N/A
COMMENTS
PN9CEZ65647
1293 721441630 721450457 1293
•>SS 12 PASS 1293 CL B-B CTDN 303314 GCF SOOB CPS N/A OSS BOOO
CONFIG
AOS DOY 144 L^S DOY 145 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1623Z SCHEDULED 0500Z SCHEDULED 13H OOM
A C T U A L I630Z A C T U A L 0457Z A C T U A L 12H 27M
ST XFR N /AZ R E L E A S E 0457Z OSS TI«E 12H 27M
COMMAND
TOTAL 6 AUTO o MANUAL 6 ABORT o
TELEMETRY
POWER I.OKW BIT RATES 8 C03FD GOE
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 168.5 N/A 1.3 N/A
PREDIC 168.6 N/A 1.6 N/A
RESID +0.1 M/A -0.3 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL B I A S N|/A *U NOISF N/A RU
DOP B I A S 2.594HZ C NOS 0.005HZ FXP 0.005HZ
MONITOR
LGWP LGER BLRC BLFR
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
2034Z-2048Z 360 DOWN DP ^5^4
PN9CF.Z65656
1294 721451628 721460459 1294
OSS 12 PASS 1294 CL B-B CTDN ^03^14 GCF SOOB CPS N/A OSS BOOO
CONFIG
AOS OOY 145 L3S P1Y 146 T O T A L
SCHEDULED 1624Z SCHEDULED 0501Z SCHEDULED 12H ?7M
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PASS GMT-START G:yT-FMO DATA
NO. DAY
ACTUAL 1620Z ACTUAL 0459Z ACTUAL 12H
ST XFR NONEZ RELEASE 0534Z OSS TIMF 12H 44M
COMMAND
T O T A L f> AUTO o MANUAL 6 A R H P T o
T E L E M E T R Y —
P O W E R IDK.tJ BIT R A T E S 3 C t J O E O GOF
RX 1 ».X 2 TCP A TCP P
A C T U A L N/A 163.4 O.1} N/A
PREDIC M/A 16R.6 1.5 N/A
R E S I O N/A +0.2 -0.6 M/A
T R A C K I N G
TRACK MD 2 WAY- RANGING NIL BIAS N/A P.LJ NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS +2.59HZ C NOS 0.005HZ EXP O.OOSHZ
M O N I T T R
I.GWR LGF' BL?C BLER
DIS M/R M/R M/P. N/R
TCP N/R N/R. ^I/P N/R
COMMENTS
7 2 1 7 2 1 7 5 5 72173JUci .1322
iJSS 12 P A S S 1J^3 CL .-',-;! CTOi- i 303314 GCF S208 CPS N/A DSS B200
COl-lFl-j
ACS i'CV 17^r LOS DilY 17^ T U T A L
S C ( - f c U U L £ i J 1 6 3 3 Z SCHELJULtD 0430Z SCHEDULtO 12h OOM
^ A C T U A L 1755.'. A C T U A L 01.?3Z A C T U A L 7H 43M
ST XFK i-JGNEZ R i J L L A S E 0130Z OSS T IME 7H <t.3M
C O ^ M A N i J
T f i T A L 2 AUTO o MANUAL 2 A B O R T o
TELEMETRY
PQf.'hK UKW BIT RATES 16 CtlUEO GOE
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A 167. ;5 N/A 0.6
PKtDIC N/A 167. .V .M/A 1.6
i-lESI'l N/A -0.6 M/A -1.0
T R A C K .'-10 2 WAY K A M 3 I N G N O ^ E K I A S M/A P.U N O I S E N/A RU
UGP a l A S « -2 .097HZ C N!IS .004HZ EXP .005HZ
MONITOR
LoViS L.OQR KLRC BLER
BIS N/'< N/r< N/R N/R
TCP
CLJrfMtNT S
*'OSS-12 RcL tAS t l i E A R L Y DUE TO DSS-11 MASER PROBLEMS UNABLE TO
SUPP'KT PN-1'J
oss-12 s^ircHto TO p-N-io TKACK
S/C 10 3PS VE'KiL.5 4 UPS JK T-0929 ON PRUJLCT
*LATI f ACS OUu Tu ,)1 iJOPPLER OF(- 1KHZ
PN9CFZ6 3821
1324 721731641 7 2 1 7 6 J C ^ 7 ij.i't
nss i:> PASS i.?:-? 4 CL B-B CTUN ?o'i:*i4 GCF S^OB CPS N/A uss HOOO
LCNF IG ----------------------------------------------------
ACS IHJY U5 LIJS 0?1Y 176 T O T A L
SCHLOULtJ 1630Z SCHEOULEU 'J43QZ SCHEOULED 12H OOM
* A C T U A L 17(.OZ A C T U A L 0057Z ACTUAL 7H 57M
ST XF :R iv /R Z R E L E A S E 0100Z OSS TIME 8H vTOM
C C M ^ A N J ------------------------ • -----------------------------
TOTAL (j AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TLLEMF.TRY -----------------------------------------------------
PUWL'-',
 ;--i/AK.v OIT R A T E S 16 GOE
KX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 8
A C T U A L N/A 167 .< 1 .6 N/A
PR' :01C N/A 167.0 1.9 M/A
RESIl) N/A -0.3 -0.3 N/A
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P A S S GMT-START GMT-END D A T A
NO. DAY
TRACKING
TRACK MD 1 HAY RANGING NONEBIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP UIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MONITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
IMS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP N/R N/K N/R N/R
COMMENTS
 :
*TRACK TERMINATED E<\RLY DUE TO MASER PR06LEMS AT DSS-11 TURN-
AROUND TRACK ON PN10
ONE WAY
FZ65
1323 721741642 721750430 1323
DSS 12 P A S S 13V.3 CL 3-B CTDM 303314 GCF S20B CPS N/A OSS BOOO
CGNFIG
ACS OOY 174 LOS UOY 175 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1630Z SCHEDULED 0430Z SCHEOULED 12H OOM
ACTUAL 1642Z ACTUAL 0430Z ACTUAL 11H 48M
ST XFK N/R Z RELEASE G435Z OSS TIME UH 53M
COMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 A30RT 0
TELEMETRY
POWtk .M/AKW BIT R A T E S 16 CODED G06
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
A C T U A L 167.7 N/A 1.6 N/A
PRF.OIC 167.1 N/A 1.7 N/A
RES ID -0.6 N/A -0.1 N/A
T R A C K I N G
TRACK MD 1 WAY RANGING NONEBIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
L)GP BIAS +IV-t3 HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MCNITOR
LGWR LGER iJLRC BLF.R
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
TCP AI/K N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
PN9CFZ65861
1331 72182230J 72i33Cs30 13J1
OSS 12 PASS 1331 CL B-ii CTUN 30331^ GCF S:'OB CPS N/A DSS 6200
CCNFIG •
ACS UOY 182 LDS D!1Y 133 TOTAL
SCHEDULED v ^ C O Z SCHEDULED 0^?OZ SC.H6r)ULED 5H 30M
A C T U A L 23JOZ ACTUAL 0412Z ACTUAL 5H 12M
ST X1-* N/R Z R E L E A S E 0500Z OSS T IME 6H OOM
CCHMANiJ
TOTAL ^ AUTO ij MANUAL -V ABORT 0
Tc ILEMETRY
POWtk 10KK BIT R A T E S 16 8 CODED GQE
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP A
A C T U A L 166.5 N/A 0.0 ?.0
?Ri;OIC 163.6 N/A 1.0 3.5
R E S I I J -2.1 N/A -1.9 -1.5
T R A C K I N G
TRACK i-ID 2 WAY RANGING NIL SUAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
UUP SIAS N/A HZ C NOS O.OO'tHZ EXP O.OG5HZ
MONI TOR
CGh'R LGER 01-RC 3LER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
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PASS GMT-STAKT GMT-END DATA
NO. CAY
COMMENTS
X 3 ^ 0 Z T R A N S M I T T E R K ICKEU OFF. UNDERFLOW COi lLANT PRU8LEM.
UR T-2146
OL34^ - i033Z J O O / 7 5 A JCWN. OK 3737.
0"455Z T R A N S M I T T e K OFF TWO P H A S E S OF PRIME POWER TO ^00 C Y C L E
C O N V E R T E R . DK T-21^8.
NOTE E A K L Y LOS DUE TO T R A N S M I T T E R KICK OFF.
TWO WAY GdV3Z-C;35!5Z COMMANDS AT 0022Z-0355Z.
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GLOSSARY
ADSS Automatic Data Switching System
AGC automatic gain control
AOS acquisition of signal
APS Antenna Pointing Subsystem
ARC Ames Research Center
BER bit error rate
CLT communications line terminal
CP Communications Processor
CPS Central Processing System
DIS Digital Instrumentation Subsystem
DOY day of year
DPTRAJ Double Precision Trajectory
Program
DSIF Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
DSN Deep Space Network
DSS Deep Space Station
EDR Experiment Data Record
EOT end of track
ETR Eastern Test Range
FTS Frequency and Timing Subsystem
GCF Ground Communications Facility
GMT Greenwich Mean Time
GOD ground operations equipment
HSD high-speed data
HSDL high-speed data line
IRS Information Retrieval System
LOS loss of signal
MCD monitor criteria data
MDE mission-dependent equipment
MDF Master Data File
MDR Master Data Record
MMC Multiple Mission Command
MMT Multiple-Mission Telemetry
MSA Mission Support Area
MUX line multiplexed communication line
NASCOM NASA Communications Network
NAA Network Analysis Area
NAT Network Analysis Team
NSP NASA Support Plan
OC Operations Chief
OCT Operations Control Team
ODC Operational Data Control
ODR Original Data Record
PDS polarimeter diplexed S-band
PE Project Engineer
PER parity error rate
RTLT round-trip light time
S/C spacecraft
SCU S-band Cassegrain ultracone
SDA Subcarrier Demodulator Assembly
SDR System Data Record
SEP Sun-Earth probe
SFOF Space Flight Operations Facility
SMT S-band megawatt transmit
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
SNT system noise temperature
SPU S-band polarized ultracone
STDN Spacecraft Tracking and Data
Network
TCD Telemetry and Command Data
Handling Subsystem
TCP Telemetry and Command Processor
TDA Tracking and Data Acquisition
TDH Tracking Data Handling Subsystem




TWT traveling wave tube
UPS uninterruptible power system
VCO voltage-controlled oscillator
VOCA voice operational communications
assembly
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